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Suit Expected To Be Filed
Next Week In Tenure Squabble
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A lawsuit is expected to be
filed in Federal Court in
Louisville next week on behalf
Of 11 Murray State University
Faculty members who were
denied tenure last spring and
given one-year terminal contracts.
The suit will be drawn and
filed by attorneys for the
Kentucky Education
Association (KEA) and the
National Education Association
)NEAP. Those two groups will
finance the action jointly on a
50-50 basis, according to John J.
Slattery, general counsel for the
KEA.
Slattery said he and other
attorneys who have studied the
facts of the case feel the 11
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Even if it's raining outside, two-year-old Warren Pittman is
not going to be prevented from getting his exercise. Warren, the son
of Mr.and Mrs,lames Pittman, just rides his four-wheeler in
the halls of Franklin Hall at MSU where is father is dorm director.
90017botos by Dave Celaya
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40,000 Workers 5,000 Demonstrators Storm
U.S. Embassy In Cyprus Today
Called Back To
Work In Detroit
DETROIT(AP) — About 40,000 fewer auto workers will be
out of work next Monday as
Ford Motor Co. and General
Motors reopen more than a dozen assembly plants that were
closed this week.
Even so, about 242,000 of the
industry's 685,000 workers will
be off the job when the new
week begins, a result of poor
sales.
Ford said Friday it is recalling 39,900 of 52,525 workers who
were on temporary layoff this
week. But Ford said another
21,750 workers at 10 manufacturing plants would be added to
the jobless roles for ape week
starting Monday.
The manpower changes bring
Ford's temporary layoffs next
week to 34,375. In addition, the
company said 1,125 workers
would be placed on indefinite
furlough Monday, raising openended layoffs at the firm to
33,775.
Ten of Ford's 14 U.S. car
plants, seven of its nine truck
plants and five of its 46 manu-

Weather Forecast
Generally cloudy and warmer
with rain today. Continued
cloudy with rain likely tonight
and Sunday. High today in the
mid to upper 40s, low tonight in
the mid to upper 30s. High Sunday in the mid 40s. Partly
cloudy and cool on Monday.
Precipitation probability sear
100 per cent today, 60 per cent
tonight, 60 per cent Sunday
Partly cloudy
Monday
-Wednesday- with- a
AU')
51—TinTers oriWednesday. Lows in the 208 and highs
mostly in the 40s throughout
the period,

facturing plants were shut this
week. The company said 11 car
facilities and all its truck lines
would operate next week.
GM will have 10,455 workers
on temporary layoff and four
plants shut next week, compared with 34,880 workers and
seven plants this week. Another
100,000 GM workers are on indefinite layoff.

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) —
Five thousand demonstrators
stormed the U.S. Embassy today, hurling stones, setting fire
to cars, ransacking offices and
setting one wing ablaze, but
there were no immediate reports of casualties, embassy officials said.
A spokesman for the State
Department in Washington said
"most personnel" were evacuated from the embassy in armored personnel carriers provided by the U.N. peacekeeping

Imes Announces Candidacy
For State Representative
Incumbent Fifth District
State Representative Kenneth
Imes has announced his candidacy for a third successive
term in the Kentucky House of
Representatives today.
Imes has filed his candidacy
Pavers with Secretary of State

committee
investigating
collective bargaining for public
employes at this time.
The candidate is co-owner of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home in Murray, and has been
In that business for nine years.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
John R. Imes. The greatgrandson of the founder of the
funeral home, Imes is married
to the former Mary Beth Beale.
The Imes' have three children,
Molly, 7, John Beale, 4, and
•Matt, four months.
He is a member of the Flint
Baptist Church; Woodmen of
the World; Calloway County
Jaycees; Temple Hill Masonic
Lodge; Temple Hill Eastern
Star; Murray Royal Arch
Masons and Royal and Select
Masons; Mayfield Cornmandry,
Knights Templar; Madisonville
Rizpah Shrine Temple; and the
Murray Rotary Club.
Imes, a close friend of Gov.
Julian Carroll, has been
mentioned for a possible House
Kenneth Imes
leadership post, or a committee
Thelma Stovall in the May chairmanship in the next
Democratic Primary.
General Assembly.
The Murray representative is
"I feel my two ternts as state
currently on the Labor and representative have been
Industry and Banking and beneficial to Murray and
Insurance Committees. He Calloway County,"—Imas said,
sponsored D. W. I. legislation, "and I look forward to serving
and no fault Instrante bills them further in my third
among several measures session, &lid sot-king
dorteiY
passed by the legislature under with. Goy. Carroll for all of
ltirssiAts0L6liiP-2a-liacurzestAfi-Lffiaaterey
Ke„to,lry; -and
working toward approval of a especially Calloway and Trig,g
veterinary school at Murray County." Imes continued that
State
he is "still optimistic for a Yet
Imes is also on a sub- School in Murray."
•

decision must be made before
seventh contract is awarded.
The 11 faculty members contend that since they were given
mole than six contracts- they
have defacto or automatic
tenure.
Those faculty members
denied tenure who will be
plaintiffs in the suit are Bill
Wells, physical education; John
Wells, secondary education;
Hugh Barksdale, English; Alice
McCampbell, history; Don
Shelton, education; William
Smith, geography;
Tom
Spoerner, art; Leo Blair,
music; John Belt, industrial
technology; Peter
Lund,
English, and Dr. Charles Ward,
agriculture.

Ford- To-Tty To Sell-Economy
Proposals Directly To People
-WASHINGTON (AP)
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members have a good chance of
winning the suit.
''The case has been gone over
with a fine tooth comb by at
least 12attorneys and all feel we
have a good shot at winning,"
Slattery said in an interview
from his Louisville office. If
we didn't feel that way, KEA
and NEA wouldn't be putting up
the money."
The tenure controversy began
last May when 20 of 45 faculty
members were denied tenure.
Of those denied, 11 had been
employed at the university for
seven or more years. According
to the Regents' tenure policy,
when a faculty member has
been employed for six years, a
positive or negative tenure

—

Faced with mounting opposition
from congressional Democrats,
Pratdent Ford will try to sell
his economic recovery program
directly to the people in a
series of speeches across the
country.
Meanwhile, the nation received more bad news about
the economy Friday. The government reported that the number of housing units started last
month dropped to the lowest
level in eight years.
White House Press Secretary
Ron Nessen told of Ford's plans
for the speaking trips.
"There are no dates and
places nailed down," he said,
adding that the series of trips
might begin later this month.
In another part of the administration effort to gain support
for Ford's economy and energy
proposals, the White House
plans a series of meetings outside Washington at which Cabinet officers will speak to leaders of various business, labor
and educational groups.
Nessen said Ford has
sented the only complete program to deal with the economic
and energy problems.
He said the President also believes that "if Congress makes
radical changes in parts of the
program the other parts fall to
pieces."
But two leading Democratic
experts on energy legislation
added their voices to those criticizing Ford's proposals.
Rep. Morris K. Udall of Arizona, an announced candidate
for the 1976 Democratic presidential nomination, said Ford's

energy package "doesn't have
a chance in the world of passage in the House.
"The tax increases and ( natural gas) deregulation proposed

by the President are punitive to
the customers and to business,
clumsily drawn, and absolutely
wrong in their direction," Udall
said.

Barry Johnson Selected
As Photographer At University
.-

Barry Johnson of Paducah,
winner of several major awards
for his photography during a
four-year stint in the Air Force,
has been named photographer
at Murray State University.

the university since 19111.
Johnson, 28, won awards for
both black-and-white and color
photography while serving in
the Air Force from 1969 to 1973.
He took honors in Inter-service,
Air Force arid Strategic Air
Command photography cornpetition.
His duties in the Air Force
included photography for the
build-up and launching of
missiles and satellites on the
Western Test Range at Vandenburg (Calif.) Air Force Base
and on location at the DEW
LINE ( Distant Early Warning
System) radar installation in
Greenland, Canada and Alaska.
Enrolled at Murray State as a
graduate student afnce his
discharge in 1973, Johnson will
complete work in May on the
master's degree in studio art
with
concentration
in
photography. He earned the B.
S. degree with an area in art in
1968.
Johnson taught art one year
at Lone Oak High School, where
he graduated in 1964, before he
was inducted into the Air Force.
He and his wife, the former
Mary Gail Cochran of Mayfield,
have a two-year-old son, Josh.

force on Cyprus.
U.S. embassy threw furniture,
Greek-Cypriots have_bar,,.. typewriters- and chairs out of
bored anti-American feelings windows and made bonfires of
since the U.S. failed to prevent broken furniture, according to
the Turkish invasion of the witnesses. Four embassy cars
island-nation last summer.
were overturned and burned in
Thousands of other demon- the parking lot.
strators attacked a British govBarry Johnson
ernment office in Nicosia, and
Witnesses said U.S. Marines
Effective immediately, he
still others broke into the Brit- guarding the embassy fired
replaces Wilson Woolley, who
ish Embassy in Athens, tossing tear gas shells from the
sevresigned to become a field
fire bombs and destroying the enth floor roof garden
as thourepresentative on the staff of
offices, authorities said. Casu- sands of demonstrators massed
First
District
U.
S.
alties were not immediately outside the building
and then
Congressman Carroll Hubbard.
known.
began to storm it in force
Woolley had been on the staff at
In Cyprus, demonstrators attacked offices of the British
Council, an educational and cultural organization funded by
the British Parliament. The extent of damage there was not
immediately known.
The demonstrations were
against Britain's decision to let
Turkish-Cypriot refugees evacuate British bases on Cyprus
Government attempts to begin to decline by the end of scheduled to speak but was
Monetary actions, a major
and eventually settle in the force the nation's rising 1975."
unable to attend because of influence on output and prices,
Turkish-occupied northern third unemployment rate downwarc
Substituting for Dr. Jerry illness, pr. Bowsher also he said, were very stimulative
of the island. The first group of through monetary or fiscal Jordan, vice-president of discussed a number of the from early 1972 to mid-1973.
Turkish-Cypriots left for An- actions will only add more fuel research and a senior circumstances leading to some "The money stock expanded
kara earlier in the day.
to the inflation fire, members of economist at the Federal of the nation's current economic during this period at an eight
The demonstrators at the the West Kentucky chapter of Reserve Bank, who was woes.
(See Bankers, Page 10)
the Bank Administration Institute ligre told Thursday
night.
Dr. Norman
Bowsher,
assistant vice-president and
senior economist with the
Federal Reserve Bank in St.
Louis, went on to tell
representatives of the 33 banks
making up the organization that
Tom Marshall, supt. of the progress
against
made
Murray Natural Gas System, recession and inflation in 1975
has revealed that the system's will be modest, "but it will be
summer allotment for, the
seven-month period from April
Speaking at a meeting of the
through October, will be cut by group Thursday night at
26,486 mcf
Murray State University, Dr.
Marshall was informed of the Bowsher predicted that the
cutback by the city's supplier, unemployment rate "may edge
Texas Gas Transmission Co., of somewhat higher, but should
Owensboro.
The superintendent said that
TODAY'S INDEX
the city was alloted 293,000 mcf
One Section Today
for the 1974 summer fiertod and
added-that "if we donot have
I4)c:a-1 Scene
2
real cold weather in April and
Dear Abby
2
October" we may not have too
many problems with the cur- •
Editorials.
. , . .3
.1SANIftRS'SPEAKIX Pt. Nottnan Bowsher,F4tkasirai-ati+epeetikatciime,t4loy
tailment.
economist
rj
tpdepollteservetzettretf t80'&017tlarrbile öî IreChaets usicrinTes"
-19ftesThill sold'
Sports
6,
7
pected, as in the past, that insday night before the West Kentucky chapter of the Bankers Administration Institute at
COTIliCA, Crossword
Murray
8
dustrial users of natural gas
State University. Shown with him are, from left Dr. John lindauer. dean of the
Classified:5
College of
8 9
would be forced to bear the
Public
Affairs
Business
and
at
Murray
Stale;
Or.
Gilbert
Mathes
a professor of economics, and
Deaths & Funerals
10
major portion of the cutback
William fuller, president of the chapter and president of the Bank of Cadiz.

Forcing Unemployment Rate Down
Will Fuel Inflation, Bankers Told

Natural Gas
Cutback Is
Revealed Here
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lJectit -14611By Abigail Van Buren

If he's twice her age, he
must be rich

ihefil ee.Ke
At South Pleasant Grove

Monday, January 20
Penny Homemakers Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. L. p
Hendon,_Sha Wa Circle, at one
p. m.
_ Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries will meet at seven
p.m. at the Murray Vocational
School, 1800Sycamore Street, at
seven p. m.

•DEAR ABBY: I'd like to meet that young kid who likes
gray-haired women with a middle-age spread You said
maybe he was looking for a mother,)
Well. I like young boys. Maybe I'm looking for a son. But
what difference does it make as long as we boei find what
were looking for? Sign me..
"46 AND LIKES'EM YOUNG"

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
seven p. rn. at the Health
Center.

_
DEAR ABBY: I am nearly 70 and widowed. Recently.
my daughter -visited me. and 1 mentioned that I had made
provisions for my kidneys and eyes to be donated after my
death. and I also told her that I had already made
provisions to be cremated.
She said, "No way! will not permit you to be cut up
and cremated!"
Abby. this is MY wish. 1 have no use for a plot of ground
for someone to keep up, or a headstone for someone to visit
once a year. What right has my daughter, the oldest of my
five children, to say that SHE won't permit it?
My plans are made and I've even paid $250 for my
cremation, and I don't want those in charge to have to
hassle my daughter after I'm gone. So what can I do?
MADE MY PLANS

DEAR ABBY: I simply must write to say "thank you for
being there." -Um a- guy wh-o reacts you faithfially.
1 find your column interesting and exciting, and your
reFjP.r. fP.T.Peca_11...Pit..wita_super. It made.my Thanksgiving_
dinner!
It takes a woman like you to bring out the latent
heterosexuality in me. Sock it to me, baby!
GAY IN SAN FRANCISCO
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply. write to ABBY- Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif 90069
ESIelefalt stamped, self-addressed envelope. please.
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif 90212. for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions" Please enclose a
long. self-addressed. stamped 20e1 envelope

NPERSONALSI

15/URRAT

PADUCAH PATIENT
Cicero Woodard of Hardin
Route One has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah.

flavor saver
There's no need to be without ice cream for any °maitre d you keep it iii the
freezer It holds without
flavor loss for two months in
a tightly covered plastic container or a carton which has
been freezer-wrapped

Joint senior recital of Cherry
Flo
Brooksbank,
alto
saxophone, Huntsville, Ala.,
and Sarah Alice Hall, soprano,
Calvert City, will be held at
Farrell Recital Hall, MSU, at
two p. m.
Senior recital of Rita Ingram,
clarinet, Mt. Sterling, Ohio, will
be held at Farrell Recital Hall,
MSU, at 3:30 p. m.

DEAR NEW YORKER: The 20-year-old man wrote to
say he "grooved on women between 45 and 50 with gray
hair and middle-age spread.- Now if that doesn't sound like
he's looking for Mamma. I miss my guess
On the other h•nd, most older men who go wild over
young chicks have insatiable egos and • horror of growing
old.
It may be only a coincidence, but when a young
beautiful girl marries a man who's old enough to be her
father. he's usually very rich --or famous

DEAR ABBY: I've been wanting to write this for ten
years, but the problem has become increasingly worse every
year. so here goes a pet peeve which I'll wager plenty of
others have:
I refer to the business of subtly pressuring people to give
Christmas gifts to those whose JOB it is to perform a
service.
I live in an apartment building where there are two
doormen (a day man and a night mani, also an elevator
operator, two girls on the switchboard and six men in the
garage. Before Christmas the manager sends me a list of
their names. I think you're getting the idea.
Abby, these people are not 'volunteers.' They are paid to
do a job. If any one of them had gone out of his way to do
something special for me. no one would have to tell me to
give that person a present_ I ask no special services, and
get none, so why is a present in order? And that goes for the
mailman. the paperboy and the hairdresser whom I tip 52
times a year' SHE should give ME a present!)
Thanks for letting me get this . . .
"OFF MY CHEST IN CHICAGO"

COMMUNITY
nits clurtnet

Sunday, January 19
Miss Marilyn Burkeen And Devastating
Debs Parents
club will meet at the PCA
Builduig, Waahlingtow -"Street;
Alan- Voiles Are-Married - Princeton,
at two p. m.

DEAR ABBY: Your reply to the 20-year-old man who
said he liked older women interested me. You said he was
probably looking for his mother, and you recommended
counseling.
What about older men who prefer girls '20 or 30 years
younger than themselves? Would you say that they are
probably looking for their daughters, and recommend
counseling for them_ too?. •
NEW YORKER

DEAR MADE, What you "can" do depends upon the
state in which you live. There are state laws covering this
situation. Talk to your lawyer I'm with you, Mother. Your
wishes should be carried out as soon as you are.

North Fork News

Mr. and

Mrs.

Alan Voiles

Many Guests In
a Area Over New Year's

Tuesday, Jamary 21
By Mrs. R. D. Key _
Lee Olia and Ruth Wilson
January
IV7j
Circles -Or Good- Shep'he'rd
• Mr.-z,ind !Hes.
MartW.
trnIte -MifEadIsT Churci-visilQ Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Women will meet at seven p. m. Sykes on Friday night.
at the church for the week of
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuykendall
prayer and self denial program. visited Mrs. Ella Morris New
Year's Day.
Enloe
Tarkington
had
Reorganizational meeting of
Alpha Phi Omega service surgery at the Henry County
Hospital
Friday.
Mrs.
fraternity will be held in Rooms
3 and 4 of MSU Waterfield Tarkington, Mr. and Mrs.
Student Union Building at 7:30 Bertha! Grooms, Mr. and Mrs.
p. m For information call J. D. Jackie Tarkington, and Mrs.
Notice Grooms were at his
Lancaster 753-7147.
bedside.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will Paschall visited Mrs. Ella
Morris and family Friday night.
meet at seven p. m.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and son, Mitch, and Mr. and
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
Mrs. Wilburn Martin were
m.for Senior Citizens of Murray
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
and Calloway County. Table
Latium Martin on New Year's
games will be at I:30 p. m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven p.
m.

Alateen will meet lathe AA
Hall at seven p. m.

Junior recital of Robert
Foster, baritone, Murray, will
be at 8:15 p. m. at the MSU
Farrell Recital Hall

Calloway County High Schaaf
Band Boosters Club will meat
the band room at seven p. m.
Meeting was postponed from
last week.

Calloway County Association
for Retarded Children will meet
at the Mental Health Center at
7:30 p. m.

Monday, January 20
Golden Circle Class of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Sue Wynn
at seven p. m.

The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30 p.
m. with Mesdames Josiah
Darnall, Charles D. Clark, Bill
Crouse, Eurie Garland, Howard
Bazzell, Hugh Noffsinger, Don
Robinson, and Miss Elizabeth
Newnam as hostesses.

'
heeeital Saturday night.
-and _ Mrs. Ralph.' .
Mr.3- Nina-Holley and Mrs. Ella Morris
Sunday afternoon.
_Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
Miss Peggy Cornwell were
supper guests of Bro. and Mrs. .
Warren Sykes Monday night.
Bro. Glynn Orr is sick with
the flu.
Bro. Warren Sykes resigned
as pastor at Spring Hill Baptist
Church and is now serving as
Interim pastor at Mt. Sinai
Baptist Church.
- ... • Mr and Mrs. Wilburn Martin
and Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn
Martin attended church at Mt.
Sinai Sunday night and visited
Bro. Warren Sykes after
church.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
visited Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
Monday night.
Mrs. R. D. Key and Mrs.
Wilma Paschall were in Paris,
Tenn., to see Dr. Minor On
Monday.

Mrs. Becht Jenkins spent
Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs.
Cooper Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
visited Mrs. Nina Holley and
Mrs. Ella Morris Saturday
afternoon.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr's
son, Bryan, was real sick over
the weekend with sore throat
and fever. Mr. and Mrs. Glynn L.
Orr spent the day with them
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Webb
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
visited Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Associated Press Food Edtter
Sykes Saturday night.
DINNER FOR FOUR
Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Orr Pork Chops
Yarns
visited Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key 'Green Peas
Rolls
Phyll's Winter Salad
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert on
Fruit
Sunday afternoon.
Beverage
PHYLL'S WINTER SALAD
Bro. Glynn Orr visited Enloe
A vegetable and fruit are
'Tarkington in the hospital
paired
with an interesting
Friday.
dressing.
Mrs. Terry Sills, Miss Terri
Medium-size white turnip,
Lynn Sills, Steve Sills, and Mrs.
pared knd thinly sliced
Mark Paschall spent New
2-3rds cup)
Years with Mr. and Mrs.
Large apple, unpared and
Douglas Vandyke. Bro. Terry
sliced (1 and 2-3rds cup)
1 tablespoon cider viegar
Sills stayed at the hospital in
2
tablespoons
peanut oil
Paducah Tuesday night with his
1 tablespoon soy sauce
father who cut his hand and lost
1
teaspoon
sugar
one finger.
Salt and white pepper to
Mrs. Ovie Wilson was the
taste
dinner guest Sunday of Mr. and
1 tablespoon sesame seeds,
Mrs. Maburn Key. In the -aftoasted
ternoon they went with Mr;and
Mix together all the inMrs. Dennis Wilson to Union gredients except the sesame
City to see Mrs. Dessie Pugh. seeds; sprinkle with the seeds.
Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Orr Serve at once. Makes 4
visited Enloe Tarkington in the servings

COOKING
IS FUN

Miss Marilyn Burkeen and
Erwin and Mrs. Geneva Cooper.
Alan Valles were united in
Following the reception the
marriage at the South Pleasant couple left for a short
Grove
United
Methodist honeymoon. The bride wore a
Dorothy Moore Circle of First
Church, Murray, on Saturday, gray three piece pantsuit with Presbyterian Church will meet
January 4. Parents of the couple her mother's corsage.
at the home of Frances
are Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Betty- Sledd Group of
The out-of-town guests were: Matarrazzo at 7:30 p m.
Burkeen, Murray, and Mr. and
Memorial Baptist Church will
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff DeWeese,Mr. Meeting was postponed from
Mrs. Oscar Valles, Jr., Grand
last
week.
meet
at the home of Wilma
and Mrs. Greg Sledd, Mrs.
Rivers.
Billington at 7:30 p. m.
James Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Bro. Hoyt Owen and Bro. A.
Combs and Ruth Ann, Allen
H. McLeod officiated at the
Murray Bird Club will meet at
Driskill, Mr. and Mrs. Gene
ceremony. Mrs. Jan Taylor
the Calloway County Public
Buckley, Miss Lisa Calhoun, all
served as vocalist with Miss
Library at 7:30 p. m.
of Grand Rivers; Mrs. Eldon
Sara Cooper accompanying on
Wade, Culvert City; Mr and
the organ. Miss Ruth Ann
Mrs. Henry A. Beckner and Mr
Wedaesclay, January 22
Combs and Miss Jayne Vailes
The Music Department of the
Work day for South Pleasant
and Mrs Edmond Wilford,
kept the guest register.
Grove Homemakers Club will
Eddyville; Mrs. Oscar Valles, Murray Woman's Club will
The altar was decorated with
be held at the home of Mrs.
Sr., Providence; Mr. and Mrs. meet Tuesday, January 21, at
two candelabra and two vases Dan Key
Jackie Butterworth.
and Daniel and Mr. 7:30 p. m. at the club house.
of red carnations, holly, and
Presenting the program will
and Mrs. Ortis Key, Paducah;
baby breath. Centered at the
Ladies day luncheon will be
Mrs. Millie Elkins, Puryear, be the winners of the sophomore
altar was a unity candle.
Tn., Mr. and Mrs. Loyd scholarship given by the served at Murray Country Club
titet%wss
Bride's Dress
s2ciO,
at noon with Mrs. J. Matt
Swearengin, Dover, Tn.; Mr. department.
•
efos:S62,worne
The bride given in marriage and
Mrs.
Donald Jones will show Sparkman as luncheon chairMrs. R.wi Taylor, Point
by her father and mother, was
man
of
the
_aaland in a floor length gown of Lookout, Mo.
hostesses, -"734-ea--ta
- -- slides and discuss the Murray
High
School
41Band Trip to the Mesdames James Williams, 0.
The
bride
.was
honored
with
Mara crepe, styled by Mori
fl
E.
Orange
Bowl
Brown
Parade
Wilburn,
at Miami,
Jr., W. Edward
Lee, fashioned with an empire these prenuptial events: A Fla.
Watson, Phillip Tibbs, Galen
shower given by relatives and
bodice, overlaid with
Hostess will be Mesdames Thurman, Jr., E. W. Dennison,
friends at South Pleasant Grove
enhanced by a victorian
venulac,
Josiah Darnall, Charles D. Michael Holton, Carl M. Stout,
neckline and long tapered Church; a shower given by Clark, Bill
Crouse, Eurie Ivan D. Frye, and Frank
Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
sleeves ending in calla points at friends at the Grand Rivers Garland, Howard
Barrel], Hugh Stubblefield. Bridge will be at
the wrists. The waistline was Baptist Church; and a personal Noffsinger,
.a.,, iltere.... Conn*.
9:30
a.
Don
Robinson,
m.
with
and
Mrs.
George
Ed
encircled by a narrow satin shower given by Connie Miss Elizabeth
Waldrop and Mrs. George
Newnam.
Me., Se' I 0,.'*re Sp n.
ribbon and dior bow of the demi- DeWeese
SHOES
Oakley as chairmen.
S..ndon
•••
bell skirt. Her chapel length veil
was edged in matching lace and
Get to know us; you'll Mut us.
attached to an open crown. She
Wednesday, January 22
carried a bouquet of red carWomen of Oaks Country Club
nations and holly.
will play bridge at 9:30 a. m.
Miss Karen Burkeen served
Make reservations by Tuesday
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noon with Ruth Brandon,
The
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Chapter,
Miss Rhonda Burkeen, also a
hostess, 753-5960.
it obvious that their gifts are
Secretaries small and few. and of the warm
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Inc.,
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The Murray Ledger & Times
Editorials and articles contained on this
page are presented for the purpose of giving a
forum for Me exchange of differing opintons
and ideas
Letters to the ecittor in response to
editorials and opinionated articles ere en
courooed The editors reserve the riga/. IQ
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$.041*.ered sr edit
*mean nntraPhil, thAt
intent of the letter, and the right to reject any
letters to the editor or public voice items
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Agree Or Not

And saying, The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom
of God is at hand: repent ye, and believe the gospel.
Mark 1:15.
This is it! Today is the day of salvation for youand
Ant LEA-111.112$11,iriklaleitea..ealbiUtitpd evritPet
new blessings from God.

the best in

terest of Our readers

I Say What I Think

Whenever possitzie, all letters snood be
typewritten and double specie'. all letters
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Let's Stay Well

Bulky Diet For Diverticular Disease Of Colon

bed
ptist
g as
iinai

may be present in diverticulosis
By F.J.L Blasingame, MD.
To expel the small, firm stools
Diverticular disease of the col- requires an excessive contracon is common and on the inleading to an outward prescrease in the Western world, tion,
sure against the wall of the colaffecting an estimated 40 million
on, forcing out pockets of the 'linAmericans, one out of three of
between the muscles and
whom is over 40 years of age and ing
thus leading to diverticulae.
two out of three are over OD.
Sometimes the walls of these
The incidence of diverticular
out-pocketings break, allowing a
disease is much less in people of
small amount of stool and bacAfrica and the Far East.
teria to leak out and set up an in, However, if natives of these
fection around the diverticulum,
areas move into the West arid
causing diverticulitis. Such an
live there for years, they often
inflammation causes pain and
develop diverticulae, apparently
requires antibiotics and, occathe result of diet
sionally, surgery for relief.
Nutritiorusts have advised that
The traditional bland, lowan adequate diet include proresidue diet for diverticular disteins, carbohydrates, fats,
minerals, water, and trace ele- ease has been challenged. Some
ments. But these authorities authorities now advocate a
have generally ignored the need bulky, high-residue diet of fruits,
of bulk in the diet, such as that vegetables, and bran. Bulky
provided by bran, to promote stools lessen -the pressure and
towel movements. Of course, reduce diverticuloss and its
fruits and leafy vegetables are symptoms.
also beneficial in adding bulk
The cause of diverticulosis of
Q. airs P.B. thinks that her
the colon -- the subject of much
debate during the last decade -- husband is jealous of their new
baby,
and she wants advice.
appears to be related to the exA. A father may become
cessive contraction of the
muscular mats of the colon. jealous of a new baby, especially
the first one. Sometimes the new
These contractions produce the
pain or cramps present frorn the mother becomes very involved
colon, and these discomforts in the care of the baby, showing
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little or no affection for her husband. Such behavior on her part
encourages a jealots reaction.
Without neglecting the news of
the baby, include your husband
in your affections. Encourage
him to assist in the care of the
baby and help the two to become
acquainted. In this way, the baby
becomes a part of the family and
a participant in an expanded
love.
Q. Mrs. LS. worries whether
the carbon monoxide from automobile exhausts is nix harming
the health of most of us
A In the cities, the carbon
monoxide from automobile exhaunts has been found on occasion to be above levels considered safe. In Chicago, three
out of four nonsmokers were
found to have carbon monoxide
concentration in their blood
higher than 1.5 per cent, the
safety level limit set by the U.S.
Clean Air Act. This occurred
when the weather failed to move
fresh air into the city. Mcst healthy adults are thought to tolerate
the amounts which are usually
in the air. Infants, the elderly,
and persons with chronic lung
and heart diseases have a lower
tolerance.
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Your Individual Horoscope

By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT — Pike County Judge Wayne
Rutherford is gearing up a double barreled
campaign in his bid for the Democratic
nomination for lieutenant governor.
In an interview here last week, Rutherford
said he believes Eastern Kentucky is entitled
to one of the elective positions in state
government. He said Eastern Kentucky
hasn't been represented in one of the top
positions since Gov. Bert T. Combs was here
in Frankfort.

Rutherford says Kentucky's two U. S.
Senators are both from Western Kentucky
and that Julian Carroll, the odds-on choice
now for the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination, is from Paducah in far Western
Kentucky. Rutherford said he would not have
gotten into the race if Terry McBrayer, of
Greenup, and now Carroll's chief executive
officer, had not publicly withdrawn from the
race.
He is trying to establish a strong base in the
coal producing counties that he thinks can
form a strong base of votes for him in a field
The other barrel of his campaign gun is
of candidates that may go as high as 10 if all
aimed at getting more of the coal severance
those now speculating on running for
tax returned to the counties where the coal is.
lieutenant governor get into the race. He is
produced. He has been the driving force in
also looking to the coal industry to supply a lot
forming a coalition of county judges of the 42of his campaign funds to permit him to wage a
coal-producing counties in the state and is
strong statewide race.
sponsoring a move to get a bill introduced in
Gov. Carroll has told newsmen here he will
the 1976 legislature to return a share of the
not slate anyone for any of the statewide
severance tax to the counties on a permanent
offices other than that he reserves the right as
basis.
an individual to favor a friend.
The present law, that returns half of the
Rutherford has been making contacts in all
severance tax surplus above the budget
sections of the state to try to build support for
estimate, expires in mid-year 1976.
his campaign. Coal county judges have made
Rutherford and the coal county judges want it
reservations at a local motel for a meeting
on a permanent basis without the qualifying
later this month in Frankfort, and Rutherford
portion that calls for "half the surplus abova____ apparently has been the force
behind this
the budget estimate." The next governor_ . meeting.
could draft his budget bill, with the severance -Rutherford's strategy seems to be to form
tax estimate so high that the coal producing
drong sentiment in Eastern Kentucky that
counties would not receive anything.
the area deserves a prominent position in
Rutherford also wants the tax money
state government. If he can weld this loyalty
returned to the county with no strings atof the area to his campaign it would be a very
tached. Present law says that projects must
large field. be approved by a special committee set up
Jefferson County Judge Todd Hollenbach
under the severance tax section of the budget
who has indicated he is flirting with the idea
of opposing Carroll for the nomination for
governor hadn't made any public anRutherford claims the coal producing
nouncement by Wednesday of last week. He
counties are operating on a very slim budget
also has indicated in the past that he might
because property taxes, their chief source of
run for lieutenant governor and hinted that he
revenue, just doesn't produce enough money,
Li looking to the coal industry for support, but
particularly in Eastern Kentucky where land
Rutherford said he has no plans to team up
values are low for the mountainous terrain.
with anyone in his race for lieutenant
He also points out that coal production is a
governor. In the interview, he definitely ruled
depletion industry and the counties have a
out teaming up with Hollenbach.
right to share in this tax revenue.

Frances On**
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Look in the section in which VIRGO
your birthday comes and find ( Aug. 24 to Sept 23)
Controversy may prove
what your outlook is, according
annoying. Yet here is where
to the stars.
your tolerant, philosophical self
ARIES
can shine. Emphasize pertinent
Mar. 21 to- Apr. 20)
An old acquaintance will do points arid keep minor issues in
you a very good turn—quite their place.
unexpectedly. In fact, your LIBRA
relationships with others, (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 st-L—ri
Influences stimulate your
generally, should be unusually
artistic
and
intellectual
congenial.
leanings. Take hints from those
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 211 kikk, doing well, add your own smart
Follow your instincts now. ideas and comprehensive
for a successful
intl./U.4m ouulil be at a weak
and could disclose heartening program.
new vistas which will open to SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
you shortly.
"Penny wise and pound
GEMINI
foolish" should have plenty of
(May 22 to June 21)
Give careful thought to meaning to you now. Curb a
decisions you must make soon. present tendency toward exTry to understand thoroughly travagance and temper a desire
the tasks and involvements of for luxuries.
the next few days. And be ob- SAGITTARIUS
jectivel
>
( Nov 23 to Dec. 21) Xlirei
CANCER
Some extraordinary offerings
(June 22 to July 23) 00
for the taking, but avoid unruly
An inspired idea and friendly emotions or notions. This day
cooperation should help you in calls for your innate good
perfecting some of your long- judgment and foresight.
range plans. Study new
CAPRICORN
developments.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) WO
LEO
How you present yourself will
(July 24 to Aug. 23) srl
Personal relationships at either attract cooperation or
detract from your standing, so
their best. In fact, a close friend
put your best foot forward. Be
or associate may be instrurnental in helping you solve scrupulous about ethics,
procedure.
a long-standing problem.
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What Is The Press And

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Start day with enthusiasm
and keep it going—even in
trying moments. Getting
cooperation from family and
associates may be your biggest
problem, but it CAN be
achieved.

Excerpts from an address by Mrs. Katharine
Graham, chairman of the board, The Washington Post
Company, at the Drew Pearson Foundations Awards
Iasswisera, atai frreos CMO, wasaingion.
Watergate may have shown the country the importance of a free and
vigorous press, but it did not increase our popularity.
I hear the questions every day Why is the press always reporting the
bad news" Why are we always tearing things down instead of building
up? Should the press go looking for more scandal and corruption, or has
the country had enough?
All these are elements of a basic question: In our society, what is the
function of the press in general and of investigative reporting in particular?
It seems to me that the First Amendment makes our obligation clear
As Associate Justice Potter Stewart recently put it in a speech, a free
press is— and I quote— "not just a neutral vehicle for the balanced disemotion of diverse ideas. Instead, the free press meant organized, expert
scrutiny of the government" What Justice Stewart called our "institutional autonomy" was written into the Constitution, he said, not to
protect freedom of speech for publishers but to enable the press to function as the external watchdog and monitor of the government
This means that on the one hand, the press should not be a cheerleader
or partisan of any individual or group It's not our business to tear down
or to build up But on the cther hand, the press cannot be just another
common carrier, transmitting passively whatever message anyone
wants to convey by way of a press conference, a demonstration, a
report— or a leak.
We do, of course, have to report what is publicly said and done The
trickier obligation, and the more important one, is to look behind the
public words and events and find out what is really going on.
I am somewhat surprised to find that many people still question the
iecessity for our doing this I would have thought that most Americans, if
not all, had learned by now that if you want to hold the government &countable. it is not enough to accept the government's account of what it
s doing.
There are, I think, two kinds of investigative reporting which the press
should be pursuing now The first is the kind which the public, and indeed
many of us. tend to regard as classic investigative work This is the long,
painstaking probe into corruption, be it obvious, suspected, or alleged
The second kind of investigative work is at least as demanding— and at
least an important now It is the kind that zeroes in on systems and institutions, in the public or private realm, to find out how they really work,
who exercises power,who benefits, and who gets hurt
Often such investigations uncover cases of corruption that do not involve violations of the criminal laws, but which maim their victims or rob
the taxpayers just the same Examples would include a system ot taxa
Bureaucracies that live
lion that promotes a few powerful interests
to serve themselves
Expensive programs that don't work
Regulatory bodies that don't regulate . . And institutions which are set
up to help the helpless in society, but prey on them instead
Our investigations are not as systematic as they should be We are not
expert enough, and we don't scrutinize institutions with as much care,
perspective, and dispassion as we should
Investigative reporting of the type I have described is such an expensive, and risky business that it is all too easy to rationalise a halfhearted commitment or no commitment at all. And it is all too easy to be
diverted into cheap shots, superficial efforts,and a kind of indiscriminate
barking end haat at public officals.
The fectthat the pressos autonomous does not make us perfect --not at
all The First Amendment has a very different purpose To place the
press beyorid the reach of government. as an institution that does not
depend on (tertian and thin has no political stake, so Mat we could tange
freely through governmera and society, and tell the people -what they

FOR MONDAY,JANUARY 20, 1975
Look in the section in which
VIRGO
AQUARIUS
your birthday comes and find
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
what your outlook is, according
A good day for occupational
You should feel highly opto the stars.
matters. You may get some timistic now. There's possibility
ARIES
information you have been of a new undertaking, friendCA
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)"
seeking for some time. Don't ship, project. Tackle difficult
A mixed day. Job associates make
decisions
hastily, situations with confidence.
are in tune with your efforts however
PISCES
right now, but you can expect LIBRA
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
some ups and dooms in a ( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23,
You can mold this day largely
romantic situation.
A personal matter may need as you
will. Fine stellar inTAURUS
some extra attention now. fluences
should help you out in
1 However, do not
Apr. 21 to May 21) tirR-0
neglect job or extracurricular activities—
A deal made with important business interests. It
may be a especially if they are of a
persons should up your status, crowded day, but
you can creative nature.
bring gains. Just be sure you handle it.
YOU BORN TODAY, as a
are aware of every angle.
SCORPIO
Capricorn-Aquarius cuspal(one
GEMINI
Oct 24 to Nov. 22
born at the change of Signs),
(May- 72 to June 211
Confidential findings should
are endowed with tremendous
A new work assignment may be carefully guarded.
Tone vitality, both mental and
seem difficult to carry out, but a
physical. You are always alert
comprehensive discussion with down your usual volubility
close associates will produce Stress discretion and foresight. to new trends, and grasp opportunity eagerly. Whatever
SAGITTARIUS
guidance.
useful ideas,
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) xi
'400' your life work, you are usually
CANCER
Avoid a tendency toward successful because you strive,
(June 22 to July 23) 00
never give up, are eager to
'This day should bring new vehemence, emotional outzest into your life. Both personal bursts generally. Be steadfast achieve But sometimes you
AnclilitoilltSiliglitSdrAgeygrO
•t„.where ytlit know you should, scatter energies into too many
keeh to bear all views: There fields You enjoy lively comunites.
by generous
are
may be some gems among
extremely
panions,
of
it!
most
make the
creative; would make an outthem.
LEO
fJuly 24 le Aug. 23) sf.tfigZ,,
stshdiolf musician, writer • or
'CAPRICORN
pairder. Try' to curb yotir higl
One of yOtle fop dayS ftt Itt 4 Des), 22 to Ja5. 20,
eiwitgg t0,4ignk_.trospeetive tendencies. Birthtittlinerlut Ltsenqire:
date
present status berore tea •
about doing something
renowned violinist: Thomas J.
new ventures. Use that ex- ferent," but be careful of
traordinary good judgment of negligence or "cutting corners" ("Stonewall) Jackson, U.S.
military leader
yours.
in handling present obligations.
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An average of $43.75 was reported for the opening
day of sales of Type 23 dark fired tobacco today on
the four Murray Loose Leaf Floors.
-- The people of Calloway County who become
hospitalized and are in need of whole blood or of
blood derivates may continue to receive what they
need free of charge because of the overwhelming
success of the American Red Cross Blood Mobile
Unit here last week.
The Murray Fire Department was called to the
City Land Fill Site today where the eibr bull dozer
was damaged by fire.
Murray State College beat'Eastern81'in an
Ohio Valley Conference basketball game.

- 20 Years Ago Today
Pvt, Billy G. .
1/Vilkerson recently arrived in Alaska
for duty with the 71st Infantry Division.
Privates James R. Haley, Marvin McDaniel, and
Bobby Schroader are all taking their Army basic
training at Fort Knox.
Deaths reported are Bruce Grogan, age 74, who
died at his home on Murray Route Five, and Mrs.
Loma Keys, age 89, former Murrayan, who died in
Beeville, Texas,
Prof. B. J. Tillman of Murray State College was
guest speaker at the Mother-Daughter Banquet held
by the Hazel High School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America with Kaye Story as
mistress of ceremonies.
Don Gibbs hit for 29 points for Murray Training
School as they beat Hazel 85 to 59. Wilson for Hazel
got 24 points.

Reported killed in action this week are Pvt.
Lilburn Van Huie in Belgium, First Lt. William
Howard Doran in Italy, and Pvt. Ordest Houston
Erwin. Listed as missing in action are Pvt. Lloyd
Elbert Boyd, T-4 Sgt. Carlos D. (Jack) Dunaway,
and Sgt. L. K. Pinkley, Jr. Pfc. Thomas A. Bucy is
now a prisoner of war after being reported missing
in action. Listed as wounded in action are Pvt: Tom
Moffitt and Cecil G. Warren.
Local deaths reported are David Gorcton,--age 85,
Ernest Fred Redden, Mrs. Nelle Paschall, age 88,
and Mrs. Emma Cope Edwards, age 69.
Plans for the inauguration of the Blue Cross
Hospitalization Plan in Murray have been completed and several groups through which it will
operate have been formed here.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. (Billie) McKeel celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary on January 3 at
their home on the Benton Road.
Births reported this week include a girl, Claudine,
to Mr. and Mrs. Jack White on January 12, a boy,
Donald Pat, to Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Cornell on
January 13, a boy, Will Rob, Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Will
Rob Walston on January 13, and a girl, Linda Nell, to
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Darnell on January 15.

These Terrible Things?

YOU BORN TODAY are
scholarly and intellectual in
your leanings; would make an
outstanding,educator, writer or
scientist. You are extremely
active, imaginative and capable
in all that you undertake
Highly idealistic, you abhor
jealousy and pettiness in any
form Broad of vision, your
recognize
no
ambitions
horizons, but you MUST learn to
curb a tendency toward insistence on your own way Most
times you are right but,
nevertheless, others resent it.
Birthdate of: Edgar Allan Poe,
poet, critic, fiction writer.
Robert E. Lee, U.S. Confederate general; James Watt,
inventor of the steam engine:
Paul Cezanne, renowned
French artist

10 Years Ago Today

30 Years Ago This Week

Why Are They Saying

PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XC
Do not _dart anything without
knowing if you can follow
through. All efforts and ambitions must be thoughtfully
airectea now. Lion t touow new
trends blindly

by Carl Riblet Jr.
While more than twice as many Americans
possess firearms in 1975 than in 1960, millions of rifle
and pistol owners are forbidden by law or inhibited
by custom, caution or opportunity from squeezing
triggers. That's an American for you! He craves
what is useless, unnecessary or forbidden and it
doesn't even have to be in good working order. It
must, however, cost a lot.
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The question is whether the press today is willing to commit its talent
,
;,b
and resources to do that )

40 Years Ago This Week
Calloway County Sheriff Carl Kingins said this
week he will begin the immediate enforcement of the
State Dog Tax Law.
Tobacco sales were much better for the past week
with an average of $9.14 for the past five days
reported.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Hattie D. Rowlett. age
73, Mrs. Judy Perdue, age 94. and J. R. McIntyre.
age 78.
The KERA has appropriated a relief project for
repair of the Pine Bluff Road in alloway County.
Murray State College will open its spring semester
on January 28 with 275 classes being offered for the
term.
Mr. and Mrs. W
Bray of Hazel will celebrate
their 58th wedding anniversary on February 7. Mr.
and Mrs. L. D. Miller celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary on January 15.
Showing at the Varisty Theatre this week will be
"Here Is My Heart" starring Bing Crosby and Kitty
Carlisle.
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Smith & Wesson Hand Guns
All Calibers

Rifles-and Shotguns- .

Butch Greer

OUTDOOR LORE

-..Smith & Wesson Holsters and Leather
Products Plus.. Full Line Ammunition
at WHOLESALE
PRICES

Contact.. GERRALD BOYD

1

Short Shots From

419-2411 After COO ore,

S

East-Y Grocery
& Fish Market

Land Between The Lakes

Fresh Catfish
Supplies For The
Outdoorsman And
Fishermen
Hwy. 94 East

Wildlife Lighted Feed
Area to Open Jan. 18

'

A wildlife lighted feed area

near Center Station in the
Environmental
Education
Center will open to the public on
January 18. The area is
designed to give visitors to Land
Between The Lakes the opportunity to observe various
species of wildlife including
deer, raccoon, opossum, and
fox. The lights at the area will
come on at dusk and go off at 11
p.m. A photographic blind is
planned for the site and will be
installed later this year. There
is ample parking space
provided at the area.

753-8786

to"

Lindsey's Jewelers
-—w

Compact Wallet

Clifilf0

Duck and Goose
Season Closes Jan, 20

Also Rugged Seiko
Watches For all Outdoorsmen
114 S. 5tii

Murray, Ity.

753.1640
Charlie McKenney holds a honker that bounced the ten pound
mark. He took the big goose near Hickman, Kentucky.

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine
*Sales
*Service
*Parts
While
*Tune-up
The
Fishing is Slow
Ihn.911

Mena!, Ky.

WARD-ELKINS(
Our New Gun Department
Now Open1
All Makes Of Guns
We'll Trade For Anything!

Taylor Motors
International Trucks
International Scout
Four wheel Drive
Takes You To where The Action Is
301 S. 4th

753-1372

Murray, Ky.

Tournament WesEddie Oen

Chemical Co.
Inc.
"Prompt, Efficient Service Is
Major buiThesc„
Prescription Carefully 8
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1.13-12.11

Wash s 700
With FiH-up
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Hot Wax
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1102 Chestnut
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Murray, Ky.
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74 species of birds wintering in
Land Between The Lakes. A few
eagles were sighted, primarily
on and around the Lake Barkley
shoreline. The Bald and Golden
Eagles were seen around Fulton
Bay, Barnes Hollow, and
Honker Lake. Bald and Golden
Eagles can often be seen during
the winter months gliding on
updrafts of air in and around the
numerous bays of Land Between The Lakes.
Bow Season Ends at Land
Between The Lakes

Gary Crass holds a limit of ducks taken on the swollen waters
of
the Mississippi Riser.
'

Bow season at Land Between
The Lakes closed December 31
with 18 deer being taken in the
second half of the split season.
In the first part of the season 267
deer were taken. More than
7,700 bow permits were issued
in this past year.

Turkey Hunting Permits
Available in March
Turkey hunting permits will
be available to the public in
March. Turkey hunting will be
permitted in the Kentucky
sector again this year in Land
Between The Lakes, north of U.
S. Highway 68, excluding the
Environmental
Education
Center. Hunting will be permitted April 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26,
and May 1, 2, and 3. Only one
turkey gobbler with visible
beard per hunter per season will
be allowed.

Mark Bury proudly holds a limit of Honkers for the camera. He
was hunting with Gary Crass, Jerry Allen, and Steve Pembers
near Hickman. Kentucky.
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Bowhunter's Bag
or Rear W.Preto
Many good catalogs are
available from manufactures
around the country who supply
raw materials to the bowhuntercraftsman who would like to
build his own gear. Detailed
instructions for building the
above mentioned items can be
found in publications such as,
The Archers Digest, which is
published by Bow and Arrow
magazine and edited by Jack
Lewis. More inforrnation about
building equipment is available
through monthly publications in
the bowhunting field.
Bowhunters have a wide
variety of good monthly and bimonthly publications to choose
from. These magazines are
dedicated to bowhunting and
archery and they are a great
way of keeping up with what is
new in the field of bowhunting.
Three of the four major
magazines for the bowhunter
appear on local newstands.
These
Bowhunter
are,
Magazine, Bow and Arrow,
magazine, and Archery World,
all are hi-monthly publications
and are loaded with articles on
equipment, technique, and
what's going on in general.
Magazines in the special interest field add something extra
to whatever the special interest
is, and bowhunting is no exception Many valuable tips
which will help the bowhunter

enjoy bowhunting even more
can be found in any of these
publications.
Another activity which is
available to the bowhunter is
membership in an organization
which is dedicated to the sport
of bowhunting. There are
several national organizations
of this type.
The National Field Archery
Association
of
Redland,
California, is an organization
which has done a great deal of
work to further bowhunting and
archery in general. This
organization has a bowhunter
defense fund which is available
to defend our sport against
uninformed people who believe
that only savages hunt with the
bow and arrow. The NFAA
welcomes the bowhunter
member with a special dues
rate and a first class monthly
magazine called Archery,
which is well worth the dues fee
all by itself. Membership in a
national organization such as
NTAA is only one of many
rewarding activities associated
with bowhunting.
Quite a bit closer to home
there is a club which is
dedicated to the enjoyment of
bowhunting. The
Hardin
Bowhunters Club, located just
up the road at Hardin, Kentucky, is a club for area
bowhunters which has a

rif)440

*converse
Basketball

*

Free Vacuum
with Purchase
—

Located W Railroad Avenue

Duck and goose hunting
seasons will close January 20.
An aerial census taken in early
December
indicated
a
population of 1,979 geese and
4,131 ducks on Barkley Lake.
The peak population occurred in
November when approximately
5,576 ducks and over 1,900 geese
were 'sighted. Over 1,800 coots
were counted on Lake Barkley
in early November. Hunters
report some excellent waterfowl hunting from the blinds on
the Bear Creek Waterfowl
Management Unit.

fish an unknown lake for a
$15,000 winner-take-all.
For the past two years, Hugh
Massey of Murray has qualified
Seventy-four Species
for this most prestigious
Of Birds Counted
tournament. Although he hasn't
Audubon
annual
The
won it either time, he has done
himself proud by finishing way Christmas Bird Count revealed
up the line among these super
pros.
A little known fact about
Hugh's achievements is that the
past two years are the only
times he has seriously followed
the pro tour. (Paul, if I could
fish like Hugh and tell tales like
you I would be Elmer Gantry in.
I just got rriy cony of BASS a jumpsuit.)
magazine and the biggest part
The last two Florida trips I
GET INVOLVED
of it was devoted to the 1974
have written about have been
Miller's Bass Masters Classic,
embarassingly free of fish and
The Classic is the same to
heavy with wind. The upcoming
Bowhunting is a rewarding
fishing as the Super Bowl is to
trip will have fish and pictures sport which allows the enfootball. Each year some 300
to back up any tales.
thusiast the opportunity to
pros compete in six tourMy stone face buddy Gary pursue his pastime throughout
naments and based on a point
Marquart and myself are going the year. While many local
system the top 24 are selected to
very shortly
bowhunters have ended their
bowhunting for this year, many
more are looking forward to
more bowhunting activities
which will carry through until
next fall and the annual
bowhunting season for deer.
The nine months between
January and October afford the
bowhunter an opportunity to
become more involved in his
sport through a variety of activities not all of which involve
hunting game animals.
It is possible for the
bowhunter to add another
dimension to his already
rewarding pursuit by getting
into the acutal construction oi
some or all of the equipment he
needs to hunt with the bow and
arrow.
Building the various items of
equipment that a bowhunter
uses is well within the
capabilities of the average
craftsman.
Most
home
bowhunters will find that such
WOULD YOU BELIEVE? Sam Rogers (left caught the 7 lb. 9 items as arrows, bowstrings,
(17. bass he is holding on a double rigged cropple pole. The
and even bows are fun to build
unexpected contest was a thrilling bonus for Sam as he added it to and even more fun to use when
the 50 crop* he brought home. Fred Gardner (right didn't go on you have built them yourself.
the fishing trip even though he was invited so Sam allowed him to Doing it yourself is just one
help hold the fish for the picture.
more way of getting more inPhoto by Murray Rail volved in bowhunting.
For the past couple of weeks,
absolutely nothing has beer
happening.
Fishing has been on the brink
of disaster. Two weeks ago on a
bright Sunday afternoon, five of
Murray's finest semi-pros went
crappie Fishing. I won't mention
any names, because they are all
better fishermen than their
catch represented.
I will say this: had Jesus
depended on these five for two
fah and five loaves of bread to
feed the multitude the multitude
would have had bread only.

Astro Car Wash
HUTSON

21

u weekly cuturrut decittated to the hunters,fishermen pnd others who enjoy the rewprds ol the out of doors.

Sport Jackets

and

good

jeep'
You There!

Calloway High * Murray High * Murray State

George Hodge &
• 205 So. 5th - nc.

Good
luck
bowhunting!

MStf"videitAiltAl,i,
HUNTERS-FISHERMEN:
Get To Where The Action Is!

Ame1rican

Shoes, Basketballs,
Footballs

membership of about forty.
This organization is a year
round club which gets into all
kinds of bowhunting activities.
The club holds contests during
the summer months for
bowhunters
who
enjoy
bowfishing for carp and those of
us who hunt for groundhogs.
Hardin Bowhunters meet the
first Sunday of each month at
the Conservation Club grounds
about one mile south of Hardin.
Meeting time is two o'clock. A
new bowhunter could do himself
a favor by joining a group like
Hardin Bowhunters because
this is the place to find the
bowhunters that can help a new
dude get his thing together.
Bowhunting is indeed a year
round sport which will pay
dividends for every hour spent
enjoying it. The bowhunter who
gets into building his own
equipment, who reads about
what others are doing in his
field, and gets into an
organization dedicated to
furthering bowhunting is one
who doesn't put his bow and
arrows away until next October.
The rewards in bowhunting are
readily available to each of us.
All that is required is participation in the various activities of our sport.
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Check Big I{ For

Sholar's
Auto Repair

Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods
1203 Chestnut
Christmas Special

Radiator Repair

19°.4 off#.1.*F511•11_141,
"Prnfm# is accssmae.
Magnum Monter

Bows Rog. 67.00 $3995

r-

Full Line. .Buck Knives
Herman Boots Insulated 8 non insulated

Shells
limingtoo-Federal
Winchester

Transminion Service
Tune-ups
Front End Service
Complete Auto Repair

Hunting & Fishing License

Gerraid Boyd, Owner
209 7th, Murray, Ky.

753-1751

Guns
Remington-Browning
Winchester

Camping Equipment
Fishing Equipment
Archery Equipment

Jim Fain
Motors
Come by and see our
new stock of 4 wheel
drive vehicles
9th 1 Sycamore

One For You
Phone 7534832

.11,41s.

trail and the rest was hanging
down In the general direction of
several thousand act-es of oak
_
trees, boulders, deer tracks,
etc. I never knew four people
For Gift Items for the Executive
could laugh so hard. It's a
By Hemp Brooke, Jr. miracle they didn't hurt
or the Boss
themselves. Remember the old
poem about "Casey" at the bat.
Equipment
At this point of history your
•
Desks,Chairs, Filing Cabinets
editor arid Casey have a lot in
common. Fortunately there
were no cameras around except
Royal and SCM
side of the mountain. In addition mine. After changing gears I
to numerous rocks about the did manage to drive up the hill.
size of basketballs there were At least the laughter slowed
Jack Benton, Owner
several gullies from one to four down some when the others had • Main at 4th St.
feet deep in the trail. The trail to drive up it after me. The rest
at this point was steep enough of the afternoon was a lot of fun.
that a man would have had to To show you how concerned
hold on to something to walk up people can be, when I got home
it. Using every- skill at my the first question my wife asked
command I proceeded to drive was -What gear did you leave.
SPORTSMAN
upward about twenty feet until the jeep in." It seems as though.
the skid plate of my jeep rested someone got to the telephone
firmly upon a solid rock. At this before I got home. Today in the
Stock Nunn
point the front bumper was mail I got a little pamphlet
about eight feet higher than the entitled -How to drive a \
Fishing - Reloading- Archery
rear one; a large amount when straight shift autombile." And
the whole jeep is only eleven now a little word of wisdom
And Hunting Equipment
feet long. Something like seems to come to mind. "He
laughter was beginning to sound laughs best who laughs last."
from about four places. Being Happy four wheeling.
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
DEFINITION — "Lost" — a
somewhat red in the face I
Chestnut Street
backed up about twenty feet to condition used by many
Phone 753-2571
have another go at it. My four religions to describe the presenr
companions were grinning like world; used by teachers to
cows in a clover patch. I pulled describe four wheelers in class;
my cap down tighter and got a a condition known to exist
ir
good grip on the steering wheel shortly after the words "I do.";
*II
with both hands. Mountain here a four wheeler stuck so deep the
.1
I corne! I applied the gas to the whip antenna's hid; a condition
extent of about three grand and that applies to 99 per cent of the
dropped the clutch. The jeep dogs in the neighborhood; your
753-3226
S. 12th St.
took off backwards down hill bank account when you get a
like a moon rocket! After winch for Christmas; a
stomping the headlight dim- financial condition where you
Eating Is A Family Affair
mer, the steering column, a get overcome by the outcome of
you
if
pump
oil
an
income;
your
of
feet
twelve
stereo speaker,
electrical wire, and the antenna jump your jeep too high; a four
6-12 Mon.-Sat
lead-in cable,I finally managed wheelers word when you don't
to get two hundred and forty know where you're going, can't
6-1 Fri. & Sat.
three pounds of Number eleven find where you came from,
`11N.
foot on the brake pedal. The don't have a 2 way radio, no
.t
front two wheels of the jeep flashlight, and out of gas, by
were perched on the edge of the yourself, at night.

Four Wheeling

TWIN LAKES _ OFFICE PRODUCTS
Office

*New Portable Typewriters*

ters of

fishy OutlookReprinted from Texas Game and Fish

1.11e
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a fish can't command v a 180
degree field of sight, even at one
inch depth, so a fisherman
would profit by keeping low,
coming toward a likely hole.
Otherwise his approach would
be eyed with suspicion and
when a line streaked out from
him toward the fish, slashing
into the mirror, only a very
dumb fish would stick around
for further developments.
The fish's circular window is
at its best in calm water. Wave
action or fast-running water
shatters it and the mirror undersurface into a jumble of
fragments which are constantly
shifting. The objects above
water are glimpsed through a
wavering window, and they
dance so crazily as to hamper
vision, in favor of the fisherman.

Fish can see their world
distinctly, but how much of ours
is visible from underwater?
Fish such as bass and trout
which spend much of their lives
prowling in shallow water have
to keep alert for enemies, as
well as edibles, above the
water. To understand a fish's
eye view, try looking up
sometime while submerged in a
pool and you will observe a
phenomenon known as total
refraction. Light passes from
water to air within an angle of
approximately 91 degrees, and
any light approaching the surface beyond that angle is
refracted, or bent, causing a
mirror effect, as in Diagram A.
Diagram A
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A fish's view of the dry world is
limited to this 91 degree circle
of clearness above its head. The
diameter of this circle is a little
over twice the depth of the fish;
when the fish is in one foot of
water, the diameter of the
circular window is two feet,
three inches; at a three-foot
depth, it is six feet, ten inches.
Although the circle fluctuates in
size, to the fish it seems to
remain the same no matter
what level the finned creature
swims at, just as a camera
produces a picture the same
size whether it is one inch or ten

feet from the subject.
Through this window, all that
is visible above water becomes
a border lining the inside rim of
the circle. The fish's view is
thus distorted because light is
bent when it passes through
water, therefore things do not
appear to be where they actually are. A fisherman, the
bank, and trees would loom
inward,for example. The fish in
Diagram B would see the world
above somewhat Like Diagram
C. Beyond the edges of this
circle, an undersurvace mirror
blocks the fish's vision upward.
The angle at which a
fisherman approaching the
water is beheld by a lurking fish
varies with the depth of the fish.
Naturally, the shallower it
swims the greater peripheral
vision it has. On the other hand,

Diagram C

tg.7.14
Ricky ('rout-h, Ralph Crouch and Skeet Haneline display a hundred (Topple taken on Ber*Jey Like
this last week.
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Let's Get Ready
For
Crappie Season
By KEN DE4N
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The essence of four wheeling
seems to center on the
challenge of doing things with a
vehicle that most folks just
plain would not even try. The
ability to do them easily with a
certain amount of skill is the
goal of all off roaders.
Inevitably one is bound to make
mistakes and this is where the
real fun of four wheeling exists.
For instance, just a short while
ago I undertook a trip to the
Land Between the Lakes in the
Turkey Creek area. This is the
area which the TVA has set
aside for the use of trail bikes,
dune buggies, and four
wheelers, etc. Along with a
quartet of good fellows by the
name of Hooks, Tatlock, Huie,
and Cain, I went on the trip'to
preview an area for the next run
of the Twin Lakes Four
Wheelers club. We drove
several miles of "trail" which
was rugged and picturesque. In
the common terminology it was
"tight" but a lot of fun. By
"tight" we mean that it would
be difficult to get a pickup thru
it because it is simply not quite
wide enough in several places.
As on all trails there is a leader
of the group. This person is
usually a "nut" or a crafty old
trail driver who is considered
expert by most of the others. By
virtue of the first definition I
WW1 in front when we proceeded
to climb the side of a mountain
about half way and then make a
right angle turn straight up the

Larry Seward, mgr;

M &M
Sporting Goods

••••••• •• •
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Recent rains coupled with
cold northerly winds have
dampened fishing prospects in
the lakes area. The lakes have
risen over two feet in the past
week. Within the last ten days,
the temperature has fallen
sharply from a comfortable
fifty degrees or so down into the
teens. Winds whistling down the
lakes have lowered the chill
factor down near zero.
After the Mississippi River
crest passes the mouth of the
Ohio, the lakes should begin to
recede. When the lakes get back
down, which may take a week,
fishing should pick up again—
unless additional rain causes
more fluctuation in the lake
levels.
However, before bad weather
causes a turn around in fishing
success, many area fishermen
were tearing up the crappie.
Two dyed-in-the-wool crappie
fishermen, Dr. Bob Alsup and
his son, Bob Jr., caught eighty
crappie one day and. then
returned the next day to take
sixty more out of their honey
hole over in Barkley. Also. Jim
Almond and a fishing buddy
caught a string of about fifty

•

Hwy

MIS Murray, Ky -

We en you the most complete
Sporting Goods Department
in this area.

Ali'Tneic ha ndiirsold
discount prices

crappie.
Again, the fish were caught
off the ledges around old creek
channels. Minnows fished with
crappie rigs along the bottom
near brush and stumps about
ten to twelve feet deep proved to
be the best way to catch those
slabs.
Probably most of you
fishermen are beginning to get
an itch to get back out on your
favorite crappie hole and pull in
some of those big filleting size
slabs. Well, while you're
waiting out this cold spell and
dreaming of a basketball of
crappie, you could be taking
care of some of those items that
need to be done before you go
fishing. The following is a
partial list of items the hardnosed crappie fisherman needs
to check out regarding his
tackle, boat, motor, and trailer:
(1) straighten out tackle box,
(2) rig up crappie poles, (3)
tune up outboard motor, ( )
make or buy markers, (5)
replace old line on reels, 6 )
clean out boat, (7) replace old
or unusable pole holders,(8) fix
boat seats for crappie fishing,
9) check out electrical wiring

for trolling motor and depth
finder, ( 10) make or buy
pack
crappie hook rigs, (
wheel bearings on boat trailer,
[ 12) oil winch on boat trailer,
and check out winch rope,(13
check out lights on trailer,(1 )
check oil in lower unit of outboard motor,(15) check out gas
line arid bulb from gas tank to
motor, (16) check out bracket
for depth finder transducer,
(17) buy new permit for your
boat, (18) study log book from
last year, (19) check out minnow buckets, 20) study contour
maps of areas to be fished, I 21)
check out your life jackets to
see if they are safe to wear,
( 22) check out fire extinguisher, and (23) get all odd
jobs done around the house so
you can go fishing when the
weather clears up.
Of course there are other
things you can think of that you
need to get done. Hopefully, this
list will lead you to think of
them.
Most stores which cater to
fishermen in this area are
beginning to stock up on supplies for spring and summer
fishing. Now is the time to get
out, browse around a bit, and
begin collecting your fishing
tackle for the coming season.
Jerry McConnel and Hugh
Massey are busy putting up a
wide assortment of baits and
tackle out at M & M Sporting
Goods. This store and other fine
stores in this area stock just
about everything the fisherman
needs. So to save time, gas, and
money, shop in this area for
your supplies.
Start getting ready- some
real,good fishing is just around
the tomer. Oh, yes, don't forget
to get your new fishing license
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East Takes pair From
North Lakers Friday
East Elementary took a pair
of basketball wins Friday night
from visiting North.
In the seventh grade girls
game, East took a 21-16 win
while in the eighth grade boys
contest, East rallied in the final
quarter and claimed a 52-45 win
in a well-played game.
North had two-point leads at
the end of the first period and at
halftime but in the third period,
the East girls outscored North
10-4 and took a 17-13 lead into
the final period.
Debbie Claxton paced the
winners with...1.4 points and was
the only player for either team
to score in double digits.
The boys game was a see-saw
affair that saw North lead 11-6
at the end of the first period,
East lead 22-19 at halftime and
then North again on top at the
end of the third quarter, 33-31.
But in the last frame, the
hosts outscored North 21-12 and
took the seven-point win.
Cunningham tossed in 15 to

(
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pace East while McCuiston
added 13 and Dedrnon nine.
Elliot, a usual starter for East,
did not play because of illness.._
For the losing North Tilers,
Rogers and Garland each
scored 17 points.
Seventh Grade
North 4 5 4 3-16
East
2 5 10 4-21
North(16)—Lovett 5, S. Smith
4, Frankhouser 3, Todd 2, B.
Smtth 4, "Mlle, Tabers and
Turner.
East ( 21 i—Waggoner 4,
Claxton 14, Wilson 3, Overbey,
Greene, Garland, Barnett
Williams.
Eighth Grade
North
11 8 14 12-45
East
6 16 9 21-52
North (45)—Beane 2, Garland
17, Spears 1, Rogers 17, Ahart 4,
Dumas 4, Cunningham and
Sinunons.
East ( 52)—McCuiston 13.
Cunningham 15, Cohhon 7,
Parrish 6, Dedmon 9, Outland 2,
Von Schoech and Long.
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By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
TUCSON, Ariz. I AP) — John
Mahaffey, one of the most competitive men on the pro golf
tour, considered his position
one shot back of Johnny Miller,
grinned broadly
and announced: "Look out, Johnny
Miller, here I come."
The baby-faced Mahaffey, a
8100,000 winner each of the past
two seasons, actually had a
share of Friday's second-round
lead in the 8200,000 Dean Martin-Tucson Open until Miller
confidently, almost casually,
stroked in a 15-foot birdie putt
ón the final hole.
It finished off a 69 for Miller
and gave him a 36-hole total of
135, nine-under-par on the
7,200 yard Tucson National Golf •
Club course.
GOING HIGH—Phil Miller 150 I of Murray High gets high off the flour to display his fine shooting
Mahaffey also had-i69 and
form as be fires the ball up over Trey Hawkins of Mayfield. Watching for the Cards are Jeff Wilson
remained just one shot off the
1421 and Greg Bazzell (40).
Staff Photos by Dave Celaya pace at 136. He likes the position.
"It's a challenge," the deadly-serious little competitor said.
"I like it. That's part of the
fun. Sure it's Johnny Miller
leading. And he might shoot 59
and 112 under par for the tournament.
"But he's only human. I've

Nets Roll By Colonels
To Regain First Place

/8/ The Associated Press
New York Nets Coach Kevin
Loughery said his team had a
point to prove Friday night,
and prove it they did.
"It's about time we establish
that we're the team to beat,"
said Izughery of his defending
American Basketball Association champions, who went out
and established something to
that effect with a 106-93
triumph over the Kentucky
Colonels.
The victory, before a crowd
of 12,133, largest of the season
at the Nassau Coliseum, lifted
New York over Kentucky into
first place in the ABA East.
The Nets are 30-13, the Colonels
2943.
"This series is building up to
one of the fiercest in the
league," said Loughery. "It's
playoff ball every time we
meet."
Elsewhere in the ABA, the
Memphis Sounds beat the Virginia Squires 92-79, the San Antonio Spurs outscored the Spirits of St. Louis 139-120 and the
Indiana Pacers trimmed the
San Diego Q's 108-107.
The key to the Nets' victory
was Julius Erving. The superstar forward scored 40 points

League Record

on 16 of 26 from the field and 8
of 11 from the line. He also
grabbed a game-high
13
rebounds, made four steals and
added a pair of assists and a
blocked shot.
"I had my leg tonight," said
Erving, who is plagued by tendins in both knees. "I've been
playing lousy ball for the last
three weeks. It was time to
map out of it. Maybe the
drought is over.

Melchionni with 3:45
SEATTLE ( AP)
• The
to play in the half. The Colonels Seattle Sounders so far have
stayed close until the final sold 5,185 season tickets for the
quarter, when they could man- 1975 season, a North American
age just 14 points and New Soccer League record, a team
York pulled away.
spokesman said Friday.
Gilmore topped the Colonels
Miami held the old record of
with 29 points and 12 rebounds. 2,600 season tickets, set last
Pacers 108, Q's 10'7
year.
George McGinnis scored 33
The Sounders' average atpoints including a shot with 52 tendance last year, their inseconds left to lead Indiana. augural season, was 13,500 perCaldwell Jones scored 30 for sons per game.
Erving made a believer of San Diego.
Spurs 138, Spirits 120
Colonels Coach Hubie Brown.
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
San Antonio hit a torrid .595
"He rises to the occasion,"
MILWAUKEE - University
percentage
field
from
in
the
said Brown. I don't knov. what
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee football
the
Spirits. Coach Glenn Brady announced
he does against other dubs, but overwhelming
Silas
James
had
31
points,
he sure kills us. The kid's beauhis resignation after learning
tiful-a delight to watch. It's George Gervin 30 and Rich that the Athletic Board voted 7Jones
28
for
the
Spurs.
against
le's
it
6
doing
to recommend the school
too tied
Sounds 92, Squires 79
scrap its faltering interMel Daniels came off the collegiate football program.
Kentucky jumped off to a 25- bench to score 12 points in the
EAST LANSING, Mich. —
14 lead in the first quarter be- fourth quarter to spark the
'The contract of Michigan State
fore New York got its game go— Sounds to victory and saddle
University football Coach Dening. Colonels center Artis Gil- Virginia with its 10th conny Stolz was extended two
more scored the first six points secutive loss.
years.
of the game and had 12 points
in the quarter, while Erving answered with 15 for the Nets,
who cut the deficit to 35-33 at
the end of the period.
It was all New York the rest
of the way. The Nets went
ahead for good 52-50 on a jump-

got to believe he can be beaten.
And I'm playing good. It's not
like I'm just scraping it
around. I haven't missed a
green in 36 holes. That's not
bad.
"And I'm not out here playing for second."
Tommy Aaron, a former
Masters champion and thirdplace finisher last week in
Phoenix, Mark Hayes and Joe
Inman were two strokes back
of the front-running Miller at
137. Aaron and Inman had 66,
the best rounds of the mild,
sunny day, and Hayes took a
67.
PGA champ Lee Trevino,
weakened by the flu and hitting
his driver only 210 yards, struggled to a 75 and 143.
U.S. Open title-holder Hale
Irwin failed to qualify for the
final two rounds with a 147 total. Tom Weiskopf was another
casualty, shooting 41 on his last
nine for 78 and 148.
Arnold Palmer, making his
first start of the season, holed a
monster putt of about 50 feet
for an eagle three on the 15th
hole but bogeyed the last for a
71 and 143.
And the 45-year-old giant offered some observations on the
fantastic play of Miller, the
1974 Player of the Year, a
record-setting winner in Phoenix last week and the dominant
factor in the game for the past
18 months.
"It boils down to a matter of
confidence," Palmer
said.
"And Johnny's playing good
right now. That just adds fuel
to his confidence.
"I look at a two,foot putt and
I'm trying to see the spike
mark that will throw it off line.
He looks at the same putt and

he can't see anything that
keep it from going in. It's total
confidence."
Miller has won his last three
starts by margins of 8, 7 and 14
strokes, he shot a 260 at Plow
nix, the lowest 72-hole total in
20 years of tournament coin
petition.
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Tennessee Tech and Eastern
Kentucky claimed wins Friday
night in the Murray State Sports
Arena in the first games of a
round-robin tournament.
In the opening contest, Tech
pulled away in the final minutes
to edge a tough Memphis State
girls team 68-61.
Tech goes to 6-1 on the season
with the win and will play
Murray at 5:30 p. m. tonight in
the preliminary game of a big
OVC battle between the Murray
State Racers and Tennessee
Tech, which will begin at 7:30 p.
m.
In the second game, a hardfighting Murray team dropped
to 1-3 for the year by losing a
tough 56-46 contest to Eastern
Kentucky.
At halftime, the teams were
tied at 27 apiece and Murray led
for much of the second half.
With just 3:30 left in the
game, the Racer women held a
five-point lead over the tall and
-talented Colonels.
But Murray lost three
players, 8-0 Cindy Leirnbach,
Debbie Hays-•
gene - Tks:nzawe.--voi441
anct
Eastern was able to take adirsuitage.of
the situaticin.
garne,:- Racer Ceooh,ilewdr.x
.
op
Rowlett
—
"They had so much height
that we had to play twice as
hard as usualjelinbach had a

great game on defense arid
Holmes was outstanding for us
on offense," Rowlett added.
Murray was whistled for 26
fouls in the game while the
Colonels had just 11.
Sharon Coppock had 15 points
to lead Eastern while 6-2 Bernie
Kok added 13 as did Marsha
Mueller.
Lois Holmes led Murray with
17 while Hays and Jana Jones
each added 10.
Eastern
27 29--56
Murray
27 19--46
Eastern (56)—Ross 6, Coppock 15, Kok 13, Mueller 13,
Lehroman 3, Kohler 2, George,
Condern 4 and Kassalmann.
Murray (46)—Holmes 17,
Jones 10, Leimbach 6, Hays 10,
Thomason 2, Woolfolk 2,
Parrish, Paschall and Maddix.

Working Pact
By The Associated l'ress
MILWAUKEE API -- The
Milwaukee Brewers Friday announced a three-year workiag
agreement with the Sacramento
Sototry -- of--the.-Patrite tont".
The .Solons had been the
arouses' - -top'
farm club last.seasoq.4ittiough.
there had bean reports Ow -sr"
rangement would be discontinued because Sacramento's playing field is one of
the smallest in .baseball.

Insulation. It blocks the flow of
heat from your home. Cutting
heat costs by as much as 50 percent, insulation pays for itself in
three or four winters, maybe even
less time since heating costs are
up. It's just too valuable a con-
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STREET

WILITBE OPEN EVERY SUND
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
— Open 12:00 A.M. Till 6 P.M. —

server of energy to be without any
longer.
Ask us-for a free copy of the
booklet Insulate for,Savings and
Comfort. Learn all about the advantages of., insulation. Then get
it for your home. You'll be warmer
(and richer) for it.

753-5012
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Eastern Kentucky Hands
Racer Women 56-46 Loss

CAN ONE FALL FROM GRACE?(No. 2)
In discussing any controversial subject, it is proper to
pinpoint the issue. With reference to the subject under
consideration, the issue is NOT:(1) Will the saved be lost,
(2) Is God able to save, or (3) Is God faithful to His
promise . The issue IS: Can a child of God sin so as to be
lost in hell? Regarding this question, it would be easy to
fill this page with what men have said, both pro and con.
But our appeal is to the word of God.
You are encouraged to read the following Scriptures.
They teach that a child of God CAN:(1) Be "cast forth" as
an unfruitful branch and be burned, John 15:1-6; (2) Fail
to buffet his body and become "a castaway," I Corinthians 9:25-27; 13i Believe the gospel "in vain," I Corinthians 15:1-3; 41 -Depart from the faith," I Timothy
4: 1 ;(5) Become ''worse than an infidel,"! Timothy 5:8;
(6 ) Turn "aside after Satan," I Timothy 5:15; (7) Depart
"from the living God," Hebrews 3:12; (8) "Come short"
of the promise, Hebrews 4:1; (9) "Draw back unto perdition," Hebrews 10:39; (10) "Fail of the grace of God,"
Hebrews 12:15; (11) "Fall into condemnation," James
5:12;(12)"Err from the truth," James 5:19; (13) Forsake
-the right way,"!! Peter 2:15; (14) Become "entangled,"
and reach the point where "the latter end is worse.. . than
the beginning," II Peter 2:20-22; and (15) Through lukewarmness become like unto those to whom the Lord
said, "I will spue thee out of my mouth," Revelation 3:15,
16.
The theory that a child of God can not so sin so as to be
lost is very popular. It provides comfort to millions.
However, there is one vital flaw in this doctrine; it is contrary to the Scriptures!
Should you desire to discuss this subject further in the
spirit of love and in the light of the Scriptures, either
privately or publicly, this writer would be pleased to accommodate you. Meanwhile, we inVite YOU to assemble
with us at the West Murray Church of Christ. We will
maks yste feel-wedeoneerand we-believe you-wilt-be gladBobby Witheringtbn

Miller Leading By.One
Stroke At Tuscon Open
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Girls Lose Heartbreaker

Tigers' Win String
Ended-4 Cardinals

1
will
total

LAST MINUTE INSTRUCTIONS—The Murray High Tiger girls varsity team surrounds Coach Jane Fitch for some last minute
instructions in Friday's heartbreaking 35-33 loss at Mayfield. From left to right are Debbie Thompson, Lynn Hewitt, Tammy Boone
and Tammy Curd.
(Staff Photos by Dave CeLaya
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Marovich Leads Jazz To
econd Consecutive Win
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By ALEX SACHARE
can hear the noise and feel the
AP Sports Writer
fans' enthusiasm. It's like a
The vagabond New Orleans good old snake pit."
Jazz have found a home of
Elsewhere in the NBA, the
sorts and Pistol Pete Maravich Boston Celtics beat the Detroit
is filling it with some sweet Pistons 96-90, the Buffalo
sounds.
Braves defeated the Golden
Maravich did it all Friday State Warriors 121-116, the
night, scoring 42 points, dealing Washington Bullets tripped the
out 17 assists, grabbing 10 Philadelphia 76ers 108-92, the
rebounds and picking off four Portland Trail Blazers topped,
steals in leading the Jazz to a the Houston Rockets 127-106,
113-109 triumph over the Seattle the Phoenix Suns beat the ChiSuperSonics.
cago Bulls 115-105 and the KanIt was the second consecutive sas City-Omaha Kings whipped
victory for the Jazz, who are the New York Knicks 107-90.
only 5-34 for the season. Both
New Orleans now has won
wins came at Loyola Univer- three in a row at home. After
sity's gymnasium, which the beating Golden State 106-103 on
Jazz is using as a home court Dec. II, the Jazz went on an 11after the Municipal Auditorium game road trip—and lost all 11.
7 became unavailable due to But when the team finally StagMardi Gras preparations.
gered back to New Orleans,
Maravich, for one, likes Lo- Maravich personally took
yola's 6,600-seat gym, which is charge.
barely half the size of most pro
Jim Fox scored 28 points to
arenas.
lead Seattle.
"We don't really have a
Braves 121, Warriors 116
home, but I'd rather play here
Bob McAdoo scored 43 points
than the Auditorium," Mara- to lead Buffalo past Golden
vich said. "It has more of a - State. Rick Barry had 35 points
basketball atmosphere. You for the losers.

Kings 107, Knicks 90
Nate Archibald poured in 28
points for the Kings as the
Knicks lost for the fourth time
in their last five outings.
Bullets 103. 76ers 92
Elvin Hayes' 31 points keyed
the Bullets' triumph as Washington raised its record to 30-13,
best in the NBA.
Celtics 96, Platens 96
Dave Cowens 23 to lead Boston past Detroit. Bob Lanier

had 30 points for the Pistons.
Suns 115, Bulls 105
Backcourtrnen Charlie Scott
and Dick Van Arsdale combined for 51 points for the Suns.
Blazers 127, Rockets 106
Portland got 27 points from
Geoff Petrie, 26 from John
Johnson and 13 points and 10
rebounds from Bill Walton,
_playing his second game'since
returning from a prolonged injury.

Flames Get Morale
Boost, Slam Kings
es,' the Associated Press
The Los Angeles Kings
played in Atlanta Friday night
and didn't do themselves any
good in the National Hockey
League standings. But they did
an awful lot of good for the Atlanta Flames' morale.
Playing one of their worst
garnes of the season, the Kings
lost 5-0 and goaltender HogsLien Vachon says he hopes it's
out of the club's system before
Sunday's important meeting
with the Montreal Canadiens.
'This was just one of those
games," Vachon said, shaking
his head. "But I'd rather lose
here tonight than in Montreal.
This was really one of the
worst games of the season for
us. Some nights you come in
4ncl_y042 think you're ready and
you're not."
The Kings remained one
point behind Montreal in the
Division 3 race on the eve of
their meeting with the frontrunning Canadiens.
The Flames, meanwhile,
made some headway in Divi,sion 1, cutting into Philadelphia's big lead.
"As a team, it was our best

3 07,

game of the year," said Atlanta
Coach Bernie Geoffrion, whose
club now stands 13 points behind the Flyers. "And Dan Bouchard was great in goal."
Bouchard recorded his first
shutout and Buster Harvey had
a goal and two assists for the
Flames.
Rey Corneau and Harvey
scored later to add the finishing
touches.
Rangers 4, Golden Seals 4
California right wing Al
MacAdam scored with less than
six minutes left to give the
Golden Seals a tie with the
Rangers.
Sabres 4, Canucks 2
Rick Dudley triggered a fourgoal explosion in the second period to lead Buffalo past Vancouver. The loss was the eighth
in a row for the Canucks.
Whalers 2, Toros 1
Center Tom Webster's 21st
goal of the season with 1:12 left
in the game gave New England
its victory over Toronto.
Oilers-7, Roadrunners 1
Edmonton got unassisted
goals from Ed Joyal, Ken
Baird and Mike Rogers while
routing Phoenix.
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UCLA Shocked Friday

I.ynn Hewitt 'fussed the front
end of a bonus with just 56
seconds left but four seconds
later, Boone was fouled and hit
her first shot, trirruning the
Cardinal lead to 35-33.
With 33 seconds left, Debbie
Thompson came up with a steal
and on the play was fouled. She
missed the shot but Boone was
there to put in the rebound and
the game was tied.

Miller eight
The Tiger girls will play at
home Thursday against Hick man County.

Hewitt
M. Miller
Boone.
Porter
Littleton
Jetton
Thompson
Curd
Totals

Mayfield took the ball and
held on as the clock ran down
and with five seconds left,
Qualk stopped from 20 feet out
and lofted a high-arching set
shot that split the nets and the Murrell
Tkers were left with a 5-2 Kendrick
record.
Lancaster
Rosie Kendrick led the Ray
Cardinals with 14 while Qualk Qualk
added 10.
Stocks
For the Tigers, Boone scored
Totals
17 while guard Cindy Jetton
Murray
added 10 and center Melissa
Mayfield

Murray
FG FT PF 'F1'
0 0 1 0
4 0 5 8
7 3 0 17
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
3 4 1 10
,0.,o 4 0
0 0 1 0
14 7 12 35
Mayfield
FG FT PF TP
1 0 5 2
6 2 1 14
1 3 3 5
2 1 4 5
4 2 2 10
0 1 2 1
14 9 17 37
4 10 12 9-35
4 7 12 14-37

NOW WHICH WAY'—Lindsey Hudspeth tries to figure out
way to go once he gets the hall and starts to drive around
Jeff Wilson of Itlayfield. Wilson finished as the top poirit producer
for Mayfield as he tossed in 26 points.
%4 h le h
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Girls Game
The girls game was a heart' 0 *Metal Roofing, Nails, Fencing Wire
stopper that found Mayfield 0
upsetting the Tigers, the 0
*Plywood,Particle Board
second-ranked team in the
Region, 35-33 on a last second
shot by Heidi Qualk.
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all games.
By ERIC PREWITT
on the road, you can win. It
AP Sports Writer
"This victory will mean noth- can't get any tougher than
With Rich Kelley and Ed ing if we don't come through what we faced tonight."
Schweitzer pushing the release against USC tonight," Coach
Kelley said he thought the
at
In an earlier
valves, the Stanford Cardinals HowieDallmar of Stanford said Bruins' "fundamental post dethe Tigers coasted to a 42-27 win
vented frustration built up-in 17 after the UCLA upset.
fense is weak" now that All A-- over the Cardinals.
straight basketball losses to
Kelley. a senior, was 7-for-14 merican center Bill Walton has
After a slow first period which
UCLA over a nine-year span by from the field and 8-for-8 from graduated to professional basfound the teams deadlocked at
upsetting the second-ranked the free throw line and grabbed ketball. "I don't think they can
four apiece, the Tigers began
Bruins 64-60 Friday night.
13 rebounds. Schweitzer had stay with a 7-footer with good
playing good ball in the second
Kelley, Stanford's 7-foot cen- nine field goals and got 13 of moves," Kelley said.
frame and moved out to a 14-11
ter, and Schweitzer, a 6-81t for- his points in the first half as
The fourth foul by UCLA internussion edge.
ward, each scored 22 points for Stanford moved to a 37-24 half- starting center Ralph Droll- In the third quarter, Murray
the Cards in handing UCLA its time lead.
neer gave Kelley two free led all the way,once by as much
first setback in 13 games this
throws that sent Stanford ahead
as seven, before leading 26-23 at
In the second half the Bruins
season before a sellout crowd
by 15 points at the start of the
the end of the period.
came back to within four points
of 7,903.
second
half.
Drollinger
got only
And then came the fourth
as Richard Washington. who
"I knew they had a good ball
three rebounds and one field
quarter.
led UCLA with 17, hit a jumper
club," Said Coach John Wooden
goal.
' Mayfield took its first lead at
to make it 47-43 with 954 left.
' of UCLA. "1 never under;
32-30 when Qualk hit two free ••
The Trojans haven't been
But the Cards regained a sevestimated Stanford. Kelley
en-point margin on a threepoint alone atop the Pac-8 since 1961. throws with 3.54 left
ood He's
othep--gemes— -1/4V4V44144-- _ A IVooter by_Susan Murrell
—elect-by-Scott TrObbe-and-tieicl
proYwiti-if lot over -last
77
•
off the Beuins the rest of the ranked Warns Friday night. NO: - -Increased theiearitrrfour beforeThe eards, 7-6 over-ail, now way.
9 Arizona State beat Teas-E1 Tammy Boone hit two eharity 0
.
Pate tied with UCLA. at 2-4 4n
2iSrliiielF
1011-tit
to
the&A
"We came hack in the secohd •-Paso fif-Iff and No. 19 Arizona -- leases
the Pacific-8 Conference and half." 3•11CLNI)nrksn
the lead to two points at 34-32. 0
__klaste_d NsayMedUco,61.-49,
.
;5;db-ea-liked • Seulker
76-37—tossg in a—Tfre
.--r2, notgoing to lay iLik,gast_al.
scored
. , 2§poir4
ralirora-a— here -1.1inight.. 'The
4-7141's victory-- itit6k7301111Tax Z23 IRC
.'1 •ve*ulcIrt7t--4..e surprtseri-if
Trojans are 3-0 in the Pa'-8 the winner of this conference over California John Lambert Mayfield led 35-32
0
after an 85-65 triumph over Cal- has three losses. I believe if contributed 17 points to SouthWith the time ticking away.
0 (Next door to Body Lumber Company) 1
ifornia at Berkeley Friday you can win them all at home ern CaPs success and Aitt
the Tigersstill had two chances 0
_
night and have a 13-1 mark for and get better than even splits
to get back in the game.
me-high 15 rebounds.
eiekiikili111,11M11111101101111011119,111101MILIMiklekilkiliLliksivaii
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WHAT IS IT LYNN?--Although senior guard Lynn Hewitt
appears to be watching something like Superman or an airplane,
she's actually wafting for a rebound to fall her way. The Murray
High girls lost a tough 35-31 game Friday to Mayfield.

By MIKE BRANDON
Final Rally
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Two charity tosses by Wilder,
It took a long time for Murray
a fastbreak basket by Sims, two
High to ever earn a trip to the
free throws by Wilder and two
State Basketball Tournament.
more by Sims left Mayfield
And after they did it last year,
leading just 71-62 with 2:18 left
most Tiger fans thought it
in the game.
would be a long time before they
Murray had two chances to
ever earned another shot.
whittle the lead to seven but
Well, certainly nobody at
Sims missed a 113-footer and
Murray High is talking about
Hudspeth missed on a rebound
going back to Freedom Hall this
shot.
season. Afterall, with four
In the final minute of the
starters gone off last year's
game, Otis Sherrill and
Regional champions, a breakWilliams fouled out for the
even season would be quite an
Cards while Miller fouled out
accomplishment for Bob loon for
Murray.
to achieve.
"It was a good team effort for
After a 78-65 loss Friday night
us," loon said.
at Mayfield, that's exactly
-I thought our defense played
where the Tigers are sitting for
better than it has all year. We
the season, a 5-5 record. But
played a man-to-man for the
better than that, the Tigers are
most part of the first three
starting to earn respect.
quarters and then switched into
After dropping their first four
a zone and made the change
games, the Tigers roared back work
well."
to win their next five. But a lot
It was the hot shooting of
of people were thinking the senior
guard Jeff Wilson that
Tigers winning streak would be
spelled the ffte for the Tigers.
over in the ftrst quarter against
Hitting almost everything he
Mayfield.
shot from the corners and
It wasn't.
several times crashing the
And it wasn't over until the boards, Wilson pumped in 10
of
last minutes of the game as a .20 field goal attempts
and
gutsy and determined group tif finished with
26 points.
Tigers battled the Region's
Williams, All-State material,
second-rated team down to the
fired in nine of 21 field goal
wire.
attempts and added 22 while
"We fought all the way." Sherrill hit for 13.
Toon said.
For Murray, the offensive
"I'll take that kind of effort show belonged to Wilder.
'any time. We made mistakes of
And shooting wasn't the only
course but we did the things that thing the big
man did.
we do best. We rebounded well,
Murray won the battle of the
we hit well from outside and we boards, 32-27 with Wilder
took the ball to the basket."
pulling off a dozen rebounds.
For the first few minutes -ti- - On defense, he came up with
the game, the Tigers were stone
several fine blocked shots. But
cold. Missing their first five
the most impressive part was
shots, the Tigers quickly fell
_ _ his shooting
behind 5-0.
At one point in the game, he
Trailing 12-6, Murray got hot hit seven consecutive shots
as 6-5 junior Bob Wilder gunned from beyond 15 feet.
a 15-footer, 6-3 senior Phil
And on one play, which was
Miller hit a 15-footer, and 5-11 one of a bundle of assists Wilder
sophomore Lindsey Hudspeth had, he had his back to the
leaped high to tip in a rebound. basket and threw the ball
And suddenly, with 1:36 left in behind his head to an awaiting
the'first period, the Tigers had David Frank who hit the layup.
caught Mayfied at 12 apiece.
Frank, playing another
The first lead for the Tigers strong game, added 14 points
came with 35 seconds left when and had seven rebounds. After
Wilder, playing the best game that, the scoring dropped down
of his career, swished a 22- somewhat with Sims getting
footer to boost Murray to a 15-14 nine, Miller eight and Hudspeth
edge.
seven.
Senior
stalwart
Eddie
For the game, the Tigers shot
Williams countered
.-22434 63 for a :b0S-elip while the
foot turn-around jumper and the Cards hit on 23 of 41 for a red-hot
Cards had the lead again.
.561 pace.
And then, just before the
Mayfield is now 9-2 for the
buzzer, Hudspeth faked out season and will play at L,owes
Williams and gunned in a 10- tonight. The Tigers, 5-5 on the
footer from the side and Murray campaign, will host a tough
led 17-16 at the end of the period, Farmington club Tuesday.
much to the surprise of a quiet
Murray
Mayfield crowd.
FG FT PF TP
The rest of the game was an
5 4 2 14
uphill struggle for the Tigers. Frank
10 7 4 27
But they never gave up as they Wilder
4 0 5 8
kept plugging away and coming Miller
3 1 5 7
Hudspeth
back.
2 5 3 9
Mayfield upped the lead to 11 Sims
0 0 0 0
in the final minute of the first D. Williams
24 17 19 65
Totals
half but the Tigers hit the last
Mayfield
four points and trailed 38-31 at
FG FT PI.' TP
intermission.
9 4 5 22
Then in the third period, Williams
4 1 3 9
Mayfield scooted out to a 13- Bazzell
4 0 5 8
point edge, before settling for a Hawkins
5 3 5 13
58-47 lead at the end of the Sherrill
10 6 2 26
Wilson
quarter.
0 0 2 0
Trailing
midway Neely
71-54
32 14 22 78
Totals
through the last quarter, the
17 14 16 18-65
Murray
Tigers began their final rally.
Mayfield 16 22 20 20-78
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CETA Program Being Implemented
Are Offered
By Administration In Public Jobs
For Expeditions

Tecumseh Believed Cause Of Earthquake In 1811 Scholarships
"Tecumseh has got to Ins people. His brother, called
The Prophet due to his ability to
Detroit!"
The words rang throughout foretell events, helped him.
The brothers traveled from
the village of Tuckhabatchee on
the Tallapoosa River. A Canada to the Gulf of Mexico
thunderous rumbling was heard seeking aid.in their efforts to
everywhere and houses began retain land for Indians. Their
*-athn Be this.saaring. bad, _ WOCL.1443.4.. not deotedi
stopped, every house in the elusively against white men
though, for many Indians also
• village had tumbled.
The prophecy of the great were selling out. Tecumseh was
chief's brother had come true. held in awe because other InTecumseh, called "Chief of dians believed the chief used his
the Beautiful River" by his brother, The Prophet, to cast
people, fought to save Ohio for spells to achieve his desires.

Crossword4 Puzzler
Christmas
ACROSS
Don
Reveals
Relish
Garland
Art,ficaI
language
15 Long for
17 Meavy club
16 Female
520 Climbing
plant
22 Witty rmnark
23 Morays
25 Woody plants
27 Compass
point
28 Arrange in
lokts
30 CommissionS
32 Ripped
34 Storage pit
35 Sham
38 6feet
41 French
article
42 Fragment
44 Brother of
Jacob
46 Urge on

1
6
11
12
14

Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle

Na0Til UHN

carol
1171Q MAMW
5 Characteristic
RTOrr.iu qTarl
8 Frage
iiii7471BM
7 Indefinite
Alo
artICle
DMA MarMiliAMILY.
8 Male sheep
361103
2:10M
of
9 Kind
ii
Cheese
02M7RUMU
27
OM
10 Period of time
ROM
PMNIBM'Al
11 Liberated
OU OMOVA
13 Apportions
.A
00ffa WPM Dr4r
16 Unusual
U4TH MOV
MW4 P.
19 Puff up
4UU
7
;TWUN
Mali
21 Eagles nest
24 Blemishes
46 Man's
37 Tropical
215 Soothing
nickname
fruit
influence
48 Load
Cardboard
39
29 Build
51 Transgress
box
31 Din
53 Illuminated
40 City in Italy
33 Enlists
56 Near
43 Boy
36 Beg
58 Coniunction
attendants
36 Sorrow

47 Sum
49
50
52
54
55
57

Be mistaken
War god
Lawful
Note of scale
Negation
American

1933. There were more than 6.5 N.M., area are offering jobs in
By LOUISE COOK
FRANKFORT, Ky.—By
million Americans unempleyed educatiqpg1 institutions, county
Aasociated Press Writer
medical facilities and parks
completing an application to the
Forty years after a Depres- in December 1974.
Scholarship s-ere_.prisram call0 the
Exploration
An Associated Press um- and recreational spots. Chris
administering
,--yotair
PrograrnWPA, Americans are again 'plIng'On'TfIftraday showettMOSt- Tddhtano,
may earn the opportunity to scrambling for thousands of cities and states are just begin- the jobs program, said he exserve as apprentices to federally funded public jobs un- ning to implement the federal pects to provide work for 350 to
400 persons. The city unemployprofessional scientists on field der a government plan to help jobs program. ,
hiring, ment rate for November was
expeditions in archeology, those hardest hit by recession.
Interviewing and
ecology and earth science.
There are several differences through local manpower of- 6.9 per cent,
Frank Howard, Department between President Franklin D. fices, public employment
of Education coordinator of Roosevelt's Works Progress Ad- agencies or Civil Service Comprograms for , the gifted and ministration and the Com- missions is under way in areas
talented, has announced that prehensive Employment and from Oregon to New York
entries in the national contest, Training Act of the Nixon and State.
sponsored by Educational Ford administrations.
Allan Ayoub, assistant direcExpeditions International, must
TheeWPA spent ill billion be- tor of Utah's manpower planbe submitted to him by Feb. 7. tween 1935 and 1943 to provide ning office, said the state is 2. Notice
Any person between the ages jobs for 8.5 million Americans, getting about $7 million under
of 16 and 21 as of Jan. 1,1975) is with the emphasis on construc- two separate parts of the CETA
eligible to enter the com- tion and the arts. Local govern- program. The money is being
petition. A person need not be in ments had to put up at least 25 channeled into eight multicounschool or a student of science to per cent of the money.
ty planning districts in the
enter. Neither is knowledge of a
The CETA program thus far state, which has an unemployforeign language required.
provides about $1.8 billion, allo- ment rate of about 6 per cent.
All high school principals, cated in two parts, over a periOregon, which has an unemOur quality and service?
university academic deans and od of about a year and a half ployment rate of about 7.3 per
Ask your friends
deans of student affairs have and is designed to fund some cent, has received $2.9 million
been supplied with applications 300,000 jots. All the money of the $9.4 million it has been
100 South 13th
and have been encouraged to comes from the federal govern- allotted, state officials said.
753-5819
distribute them to interested ment, although localities are
The money is expected to
young people, Howard said.
encouraged to try to transfer 50 provide 1,500 jobs, most in
Most of the expeditions are per cent of the people they hire maintenance or clerical work.
scheduled for North America to local payrolls. The major
State officials in Michigan, DON'T KNOW where to turn?
during the summer of 1975. emphasis is on service jobs — which has an 11.2 per cent
Try NEEDLINE. Dial NEED
Explorations scholars will be positions for clerks, sanitation unemployment rate, said they
7276331
announced April 10, 1975. Last departmeet employes,teachers' expect most of the money to be year Joel W. Martin of aides and other professional spent on jobs for teacher
aides,school custodians, human
Madisonville, Ky., a student at and semiskilled workers.
ADVERTISING
the University of Kentucky, won
There were more than 14 mil- resources staffers and repair- DEADLINES
a scholarship.
lion Americans out of work at men.
All display ads, classified
Officials in the Albuquerque,
According to the information the height of the Depression in
regular
and
display
booklet accompanying the
display, must be submitted
application, "you need only
by 12 noon, the day before
demonstrate by your appublication.
plication that you have a keen
All reader classifieds
mind, agile imagination and
must
be submitted by 4
some unique capacity for
the day before
p.m,
research and discovery which
poblication,
gives you exceptional potential
in your field of interest."
The applicant must answer
FRANKFORT, Ky. — John strip mine action he helped
five essay questions on Stanley Hoffman, the new develop when he was Henderson ATTENTION,,
WATKINS
academic focus, goals and past secretary of the Kentucky County Judge. In 1970, the dealers! Patty Harris is
for
out.
selling
Call
_ achievements and must supply Department for
banned
fantastic
Natural Henderson Fiscal Court
detailed personal reference. Resources and Environmental strip mining in that county.
savings. 753-8830.
Competition officials expect Protection, had a lot of ups and
that
However, Hoffman says
thousands to apply for the downs in his early days of action doesn't prejudice him
-- limited number of scholarships. government work. That could against strip mining or make
Applications should be mailed account for his desire to run the him an environmental exas soon as possible to Frank department on an even keel and tremist. "When the Henderson
Howard,Coordinator for Gifted- to avoid labels which brand him County strip none ban was
Talented Programs, State pro-this and anti-that.
enacted, I was the head of a
Department of Education,
legislative body acting in the
Hoffman comes to the interest of the citizens of the
Capital Plaza Tower, Frankdepartment with long ex- county who were very much
fort, Ky. 40601.
perience in government — against strip mining in that
From. .
experience that covers the particular county.
entire 38 years of his life. As a
Cousin Jo
youngster he electioneered for
-However," he continued,
January' 15, 1975
Hoffman,
Stanley
J.
his father,
"as secretary- of the Kentucky
who served as a state senator in Department for
Natural
ADULTS 131
1946-54.
Resources and Environmental
NURSERY 9
After graduation from Centre Protection, I will be the head of .
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
College, Hoffman's interest in a regulatory' agency. What this.
Ii Sit esepioyed it
Baby Girl Trimble mother
government was rekindled in department must do is already
Suzannei,-RL 1, Dexter Baby Washington, D. C., where he
The Beauty Box
set by law. Myjob,simply, is to
(mother
Boy • Downing
Wed thre fri
studied law at George see that the department enCatherine), 613 E. 12th St., Washington University.
forces those laws."
1304 Chestnut
ER...JUST
Benton,
Phone 753-7131
After working as an elevator
LOOKING TO
DISMISSALS
During his first week on the
18 years experience)
5EE WF(lY MY
Mrs. Barbara L. Teasley, Rt. operator in the House of job, Hoffman is spending most
FLA0P11.164-IT
6, Benton, Mrs. Hazel Mae Representatives office of his time learning about the
for
ffN'T
Ftedrnon, 109 Mayfair, Murray, buildings, he sold equipment
department, meeting the
WORK(N6g,
and
personnel
Don R. Alexander, 1012 Payne an offset printing press com- agency
law
to
SIR
returned
he
until
pany
St., Murray, Master Scott W.
discussing their problems. The 3. Card Of Thanks
of
University
the
at
school
Donegan, Rt. I, Cottage Grove,
department includes the
Tenn., Jerry L. Jackson, Rt. I, Kentucky. In 1964, he began divisions of air pollution, water
Henderson.
in
law
practicing
quality, solid waste, sanitary
Dexter, Mrs. Rosalee Kelso,
After one year, he ran for and engineering, plumbing, WORDS ARE inadequate for us
Box 13, Lynn Grove, Mrs. Kathy
to express our appreciation
Kentucky
in
the
seat
a
won
forestry, conservation, and graditude to our many
I. Wrye and Baby Boy, 1213
Melorse Dr., Murray, Mrs. House of Representatives. reclamation arid the special friends and relatives for their
Elected again in 1968, he served programs of orphan lands, wild
Debra A. Childress and Baby
concern and sympathy in the
pollution,
noise
Girl, 919 Elder St., Calvert City, as chairman of the powerful rivers,
passing of our loved one, Effie
Revenue
and
Appropriations
303
pesticides and beautification. Kingins.
Mrs. Iva 0. Garrett,
TWO HOURS LATER ,DUE
Committee.
0.
James
EAST. THE PEAK CALLED
Woodlawn, Murray,
We especially want to thank
Hoffman, his wife Joan —
.
PHANTOM- HEAL,
In 1969, Hoffman did not seek
Blakely, Rt, 8, Murray, John
dean of girls at the Henderson Dr. Donald Hughes and the
for
ran
he
Instead
re-election.
Murray,
8th,
S.
D. Warren, 504
High School — and their nurses and staff at Westview
Ruble Lockhart, 504 N. 6th, Henderson County Judge and children Johanna, 9, and John, Nursing Home for their tender
about
caution
Hoffman's
Elm,
won.
206
Ray,
B.
Carl
Murray,
home in care and Max Churchill
being labeled pro or anti- 7, will keep their
Murray, Herman G. Foster
Funeral Home for their efHenderson.
antifrom
stems
environment
Concord.
New
(expired),
ficient service.
-

iem

by LIalled attars Syndka

t3E L4JORKIN6
MK PAO
LATE FOR ANOTHER WHOLE
WEEK,AND I AIRE MATE fiEtN6
AT HOME ALONE..

I'VE SEEN FAWN6 A4LE_EP IN
504004,. BECAUSE I'M AFRAID TO
80113 efs AT NI614T1
SNOW
FEE-1 SAFE BECAUSE
,10U'RE EAARINN6 ME, AND...

WANTADS
(,.smsutanclefi,

New Environmental
Headlivoids Extremes

Happy
Birthday
Sandra

MODERN
SCULPTURE

1
Ni
V
PI

use the

Don't get stung
— avoid bees

ItiventOr
59 Temporary
shelter (p1,)
60 Surgical
thread
DOWN
1 Blossom
2 Cooled lava
3 Climbing
plant

Before long the day of the
The Chief of the Beautiful
River was not without com- earth's rumbling and shaking
passion, as noted by his came and every house in the
prisoners. They said Tecumseh village fell. "Tecumseh has got
would not allow them to be to Detroit!"
tortured,and, for the niost part, 'According to the old history,
they were well treated.
"The reader will not be sur.more and ore of the 4xised.te 4eaen 143 _41(1 e-Or. beautiful valiey Waireing sold- thquake (New Madrid I had
or taken and the red man was produced all this; but he will be,
pushed farther away.
doubtless, that it should happen
In 1811 Chief Tecumseh left .on the very day on which
his village near Canada and Tecumseh arrived at Detroit."
began his trip south. "Arriving
As a result of the New Madrid
at Tuckhabatchee ( in what now
changes,
is Alabama), a Creek town, on earthquake, certain
the Tallapoosa River," stated some vast and others hardly
made throughout
an account in HISTORY OF noticed, were
a great
THE TRIBES OF NORTH the region, including
AMERICA, "he made his way part of Kentucky.
In Fa.tern Kentucky's Floyd
to the lodge of the chief, called
County—the part that in 1823
the Big Warrior."
Morgan CounTecumseh talked with the would become
tremor
warrior and presented gifts in ty—it is thought the
River to
efforts to win his support in caused the Licking
course, leaving
uniting all tribes in the fight to change its
later years
save their lands. Big Warrior behind a loop that in
the Old
promised his help, but would be known as
Tecumseh, possibly gifted with River Bed.
Authorities on earth tremors
some inner vision as possessed
by his brother, The Prophet, give reasons for the New
in
knew within his heart it was a Madrid quake, but
Tuckhabatchee, where every
vain promise.
The Chief looked Big Warrior house fell, what other reason
in the eye, pointed his finger at could there be except that the
him and said, "You have taken Chief of the Beautiful River had
my talk, and the sticks, and the reached Detroit and in his anger
wampum, and the hatchet, but stamped the ground with his
you do not mean to fight. I know foot, kicking up the big ear-.the reason; you do not believe..., thqaske of 1811.
the Great Spirit has sent me;
you shall know. 0Tuckhabatchee directly, and
shall go straight to Detroit;
when I arrive there, I will
stamp on the ground with my
foot and shake down every
Honey bees normally sting
house in Tuckhabatchee."
only as a defensive reaction,
After the Chief left on his usually within a few yards
journey to Detroit, Big Warrior from the hive.
and men of Tuckhabatchee met
Bees foraging on flowers do
often to talk over the danger. not normally sting, unless
They firmly believed that
molested or stepped on by acTecumseh's words would come
cident.
true.
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LAND
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DIANA PALMER,,?
YOUR CHARTER

PLANE IS READY.

I'LL TELL YOU
NOW. TWO HOURS,
DUE EAST.

We will ever be grateful to
Bro. Puckett, Bro. John Dale
and Bro. Breedlove for their
prayers and words of comfort.
ewes.
We thank the active and
honorary pallbearers for their
Cowret
services, and we're thankful
than 300, the commission- for the beautiful flowers, the
more
dethe
BUT WHO WAS THAT
on
work
—
begun
AP)
t
ready
Ky.
FRANKFORT,
neker food that was sent and the
REDHEAD IN THE SEAT
Commissioner sign, and have inspected three er said, and "this may
Corrections
cards of sympathy.
NEXT TO YOU -7,
be considbeing
new
sites
a
state-owned
says
Holmes
Charles
Each act of kindness will be
Holmes said he believes the
prison
the
prison
for
state
ered
security
maximum
old state penitentiary -will al- treasured in our hearts.
"someuse
for
ready
could be
The children and grandThe sites are near other pris- ways have some kind of I cortime in 1977."
ons — the State Reformatory rectional ) purpose" if it can be children, Mr. and Mrs. Claude
If so, Holmes said Thursday, near La Grange, the Correc- renovated and its population re- Kingins and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Bulas Wilson and family,
the current maximum security tional Institution for Women at duced.
institution, the penitentiary at Pewee Valley and the federal
The new prison, he said, Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood Potts
F.ddyville, can be changed to prison near Lexington that was would be -excellent" for in- and family, Mrs. Carl Kingins
"drastically make it more ef- once a drug addiction research mates who require maximum and farriily
ficient, or change its role in and treatment center
security confinement but who
The immediate purpose of the might be adversely affected by
:
s General Assembly
i 974
rrect
e r
mTh
new prison will be to reduce "being lumped together with all 4. In Memory
budgeted $15 million for the the inmate population at the of the rest, including the most
new prison, which will be de- State Penitentiary, Holmes hardened criminals, at EddyIN LOVING memory of Dillon
signed to accomodate 300 in- said, so it can be developed ville..."
•
Ramsey, who passed away one
Holmes said planning for the
year ago today, January' 18.
"slow,
been
new
has
facility
ion7"nt
"
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ta
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li
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ai
plb
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stli
Preliminary planning has fiinnto
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"
em
We do not need a special day.
and
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methodical.
$30,000,
of
a
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cost
done
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To bring him to our minds, The.
lie said he hopes the Eddy"We are just moving along, days we do not
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er state officials. They have al- maximum security facilities for suitable location."
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New Maximum Security Prison
To Be Ready In State By 1977

I JUST
DREAMED TMAT YOU
WERE DREAMING OF
ANOTHER WOMAN

I

THAT'S SILLY/ fN FACT;
I DREAMED I WAS AT
A NOC.KEY GAME

I-0010 TEETERW/3
ROCK IS VIBRATING!!!
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NEEDED -SOMEONE to sell
Watkins Prielucts, Cali 753USED COLONIAL type den
5550
couch and chair. Call 753-5203.
PERSON
FOR
general
housework, one day a week. KROELER COUCH, makes into
References required. 753-2800. bed, good condition. 1015
Sharp Street. Call 753-2451.
WANTED -AGENT
for
Johnson Bonding
Company, COUCH, OFF white. Two gold
Ing, in Ilia-ray and
Calloway --chairs, good condition. Cwil
County area. Excellent
753-4472.
salary
opportunity. Apply in
Room
111, Holiday Inn,
Tuesday, GOLD MEDITERRANEAN
January 21, 10:00
couch, 2 months old 753-3293.
a.m.-2:00
pro.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

12. Insurance
The sooner you call,
the sooner
you save.

turn?
IEED

lied
ilar
tted
fore
ieds
ni 4
fore

KINS
is is
[taste

ly

EXTENDED CHRISTMAS Sale
through January 1975. New
Kirby Vacuums, $199.95.
Saving on $60. Never priced
this low before. Pay in 90 days,
same as cash. Call Kirby Sales
& Service, 500 Maple Street,
753-0359.

24 Miscellaneous

ti'vt. °a!, WANT.

OAK FIREWOOD for sale. Pick
up or deliver. Call 354-8585,
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Free
delivery within 24 hours. Call
436-5410.
MAKE YOUR garden grow.
consisting
Compost
of
decomposed bark, lime for
gardens and lawns, sawmill
lumber. Sawmill Products Co.,
at old Murray Sawmill. One
mile east on 94. 753-4147.

SHALLOW WELL pump, used.
$45. 753-0917.

6. Homes For Sale

404,44+041,4
,
44444,4*#4.40~.14.4.4
,
4•44,4

50. Campers

51. Services Offered

I
Eli LIFE'S EAREST

LARGE WOODED lot in excePtionally nice neighborhood
includes four bedrooms, three
baths, five fireplaces, plus dry
basement. Owner will consider partial financing. Wilson
Real
Estate,
753-3263.
Residences-Loretta 753-6079,
Wayne 753-5086, Ronnie 4354567.
IN
COUNTRY.
Newly
remodeled. Garden and place
for cats and dogs. Under
$13,000. 489-2711.
NEWLY DECORATED three
bedroom brick near university, $25,000. Veteran-8 per
cent loan with no down
payment. Non Veteran-$750
down, balance at 8 per cent.
Shown by appointment only.
Call 753-2649.

CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, coach
man, Trail Star, Fold down,.
Unique. Good used -trailers,
mile east of 68 and 641 intersection. Draffinville, Ky
Phone 527-7887.

ONE HOUR ClEANERS
ea

Murray One
Hour Cleaners
Downtown Murray
117S. 4th St

Ot

Mon.thru Fri.

INCOME TAX service. Annette
Schroeder, 402 North 17th,
Murray. Call 753-2498. By
appointment.

7 until

WILL TEAR down house. Call
436-2128,

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN- ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
Prompt, efficient service. No
job too small. Call Ernest.-.Box 213 Murray or call 1-38224611, Earn iington.
White. 753-0605.

NEW AND USED electric
motors at old prices. One
SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
antique blacksmith drill press.
.444441
MIMS 753414119
753-7370 after 8 p. in.
and Electric Repair Service.
Used power hand saws. Atlas
No jobs too small. 436-5642
metal lathe, good as new. 10" 32. Apartments For Rent
43. Real Estate
before 8 a.m. or after 5 p.m. CA RPENTR
& 32" bed, $550. One 10 x 56
WORK.
14. Want To Buy
house
trailer,
two
bedroom,
Remodeling, room additions,
19. Farm Equipment
ONE BEDROOM furnished
good condition. One 3 H.P
THREE
BEDROOM house with
G R A VE L
d
home
apartment, all electric, real
compressor. 1550. One 1967
For WI
living room, kitchen, den,
driveways,„-gteral sheds, _provements-Pree estimates.
GOOD USED piano. Call 753- FRONT END
nice, close to university.
loader. Freemond
pickup
truck
with
utility
mainroorh, bath, hall, carsmall cabins, concrete work, 436-5840.
8566.
By Owner
Available Februgry 1. 753-4478
for a Ford or Massey Ferguson _ tenance bed,
good condition. --wr 753-6199.
port, electric heat, partially
general contracting. Call 436New house, 3 bedrooms, 2
tractor. Phone 436-5505.
One 1949 Ford tractor, good
carpeted, and twenty acres5330.
baths, located in city, inEXPERIENCED ROOFER will
condition, $1100. See Brandon
all
HEAVY TYPE work marefenced,
about 16 acres
FURNISHED. LARGE kitchen,
chides den, utility room, full
roof house and furnish
tillable, two wells of. water.
JOHN DEERE low boy trailer, Dill at 'Dill Electric or 413
must be gentle, completely
bath, living room-bedroom
garage,
carpeted,
central
ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
shingles for $25 a square. And
Near Jonathon Creek 425,000
broke to work. 436-2336 after 6
three axle,8 x 18. Call 354-6567. Sycamore.
combination. $100 monthly.
heat 8. air, all built-ins.
shop ioid ice plant). Complete
will also do patch jobs. Phone
354-&585.
Call 753-8175, after 5 p. m. on
listing just roe out. Owner
remodeling and repairs, 492-8829.
USED LEE'S beige carpet, 14 x
weekends call 753-4707.
SMALL FARM tractors, runcabinets, paneling, doors,
has reduced asking price to
TREATED FENCE posts. Also 22, $45. Call 753-3383.
ning or not. Also buying
formica work, finish car529,500.00. Call day-7S3'
treated barn poles and lumTHREE
ACRES
located
just
equipment. Call 753-9573 after
pentry, contracting. Phone BUSHHOGGING, _PLOWING,
ber. 5 x 54 and long lengths
0550, night-753-8261.
UNFURNISHED
TWO
landscaping, gravel hauling.
500' north of Chandler Park at
6 p.m.
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
bedroom duplex apartment.
Myrtle Flrenneman. Call
Hamlin, Ky. Property joins
Highway 60 West, 314-998-55
1601 College Farm Road. 492TVA lake front. Good building
43650.
or 314-785-0700.
EXPERIENCED
PAINTER
8225.
sites. Nicely wooded. Electric 1107
WANT TO buy rounded top
will do interior or exterior
LARKSPUR,
and phone at property. Low
trunk. Old or New. Good
work by the hour or job. 435- 53. Feed And Seed
Gatesborough:
Beautiful
price. John C. Neubauer, home,
22. Musical
Condition. Call 527-8273.
4480.
3 Bay Car Wash
unique in design and
TWO BEDROOM furnished
Realtor, 505 Main Street, decor,
offering the unusual
apartment, carpeted, central
Complete with building
Murray, Ky.. 502i 753-0101 or
EXPERIENCED ELEC- HAY-JAP and Fescue. Clean,
potential for large family to
ROCK EQUIPMENT for
heat, plenty of parking, all
and equipment
sale.
753-7531.
Sedalia, 328-8230.
15. Articles For Sale
TRICIAN needs work. All
enjoy or move in now to a
utilities paid. Very reasonable
Marshall, Peavey, and Fender
types wiring, also mainbetter-than new condition
rent. Call 753-5949 after 3:30.
Amps. Used light system. Call
%oat Uncle lees
tenance and repair-All work WHEAT STRAW for sale John
finished area for small family.
753-8761.
Dover,Tenn.
MAKE BEATEN down carpet
Imes, Almo, Kentucky Call
guaranteed. Call night or day
THE QUALIFIED personnel at Must see to appreciate. Call us
nap at doorways bright and
753-2435.
489-2133.
now at Moffitt Realty, 304
Guy
Spann
Realty
bedroom,
DUPLEX
garbage
are
'waiting
2
SONOR
FIVE
piece
drum set,
fluffy again with Blue Lustre.
I' talk to you regarding your Main, 753-3597 for the utmost
disposal, dishwasher, 1310
excellent condition. Reynolds
Big K, Belaire Shopping
Real Estate needs. Our time is in viewing pleasure.
753-1262
Drive.
Duguid
Call
or
cornet.
Also
almost
new
White
Center.
your time. Give us a call or
753-7154.
electronic metal detector, not 24. Miscellaneous
drop by the office at 901 NEW AND lovely is the home
been used much. 492-8374.
BABY ITEMS-play pen,
located on South 16th at Henry
Sycamore Street, 753-7724.
swing, walker, chair, matPOLAROID tto Camera, flash, 36 For Rent
offering many great features
Or
Lease
tress, back packer, stroller.
case, like new. Also Carter
including den with fireplace,
Also table and four chairs,
Quadraset
carbeaurater,
two car garage, patio, three
For Sale
44 lots FOf Sale
foam rubber cushions with
almost new. 753-4121.
bedrooms, two baths. This is a
Notice
covers. 753-6872.
I used Sunn Base Amplifier
Approximately 12,000 sq. ft
quality built home. Priced in
Were,16.25$1
with rollers, nearly new,rental space available at
x 100 KENTUCKY lake lot,
mid $30's. Contact Moffitt
OAK FIREWOOD. $12.50 per
5450.00
and Poplar Streets. Weh:i r:
ready RS(set up of trailer, nine
Realty, 304 Main, 753-3597 or
1 Student Drum Set, red
rick delivered, Call 436-2315.
F.
Dark Tnbacco Packing -Vert),
miles out hold note fivOlears:
home 753-5068.
Close-Out Sale
sparkle pearl,S24130
-Starts Friday
Murray, Ky., Phone 753-3:142.
Payments $38.50 month. Call
Register
ter
Free
Pant
Soh
to
be
Ow
away sack Saturday
/
1
2 off
_253.44111.
FOUR BEDROOM brick, 1705
26. TV -Radio
Chuck's Music
Johnson Blvd. 2500 square
37. livestock - Supplies KENIANA SHORES-NOW is feet, family room-kitchen-Center
WOOD CIRCULATOR with
the time to select your lake lot
combination, all built-in kit1411 Main
753-3682
thermos control, jacket and
chen, two baths, carpeting,
GRAIN FED baby beef Call at 1974 prices. We have large
all. Looks like new. 437-4274
Johnny Robertson Road-Across from Calloway County Counlots for only $895 and king size
central heat and air. By ap492-8300.
after 6 p.m.
try Club Golf Course
lots on TVA contour for $5395.
pointment, call 753-7939.
PIANO TUNING, repair and
May be purchased for $10
38. Pets Supplies
rebuilding, prompt service.
down and I per cent per
27.
Mobile
Home
Sales
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
month. Central water, all
Cowl Square
753 3642
48. Automotive Service
Dyer 753-8911.
THREE MINIATURE Poodles,„ weather streets and lake
black, male and female, $35 I access. Separate mobile home
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
sections. We will be happy to TWO BACK seats for Ford
Call 435-4360
electric,
Van
central
airshow you these lots at your
$20 each Call 753-6625
conditioning and heating,
$3000 or best offer. See at No. FINAL SALES-Parakeet convenience. Phone 436-2473.
31 Grogan__ Mobile Homes
birds. Pair $4.00. Singles $2.50.
Highway 94).
1105 Vine Street. Call 753-5016. 44. lots For Sale
49. Used Cars & Trucks
[Prefer a person with some shoe selling experienc
e. Full-time
employment. Good salary, working conditions and
fringe
29. Mobile Home Rentals TWO FEMALE full blooded LOT FOR sale in Gatesboro 1971 DODGE Swinger, A-1
benefits. Apply in person at:
Hwy. 94 East
Call 753-8448.
condition. Must sell. DaysPoodle puppies, 753-7993.
753-9482 Home 753-8819
753-9413 or 437-4198 after 5 p.
10 x 42 TWO bedroom, $55 per
Court
m.
Murray
45. Farms For Sale
after hours for parts
nionth. Water furnished. Call ARC REGISTERED one year
Square
Kentucky
489-2595.
Open 6 days - 7:00-5.00
- old female Lhasa Apso. House
broken. 753-4793 after 5:30 FIFTEEN ACRE mini farm, 1969 DODGE SUPER B, 383,
four speed. $450. 753-2637 after
Come by and see our new stock of tracapproximately 600 ft. frontage
p.m.
32. Apartments For Rent
on Irvin Cobb Road I Highway 6 p.m.
tors and equipment arriving daily.
732), seven miles from
AKC REGISTERED Cocker
Murray, two miles from
NICE TWO bedroom trailer,
Spaniels,
Iris)) Setters, Collies,
Kentucky Lake (Blood Riven, 1973 DODGE Pickup, low
furnished, water. Behind
Spring is just around the corner, bring
mileage. Good condition.. Call
America
n Eskimos, Red
ten miles to LBL, apSeven Seas Restaurant. Call
753-2290.
Dachshunds, Red Miniature
proximately 30,000 board feet
your tractors in and Earl Nix Wilson will
753-0546.
Dachshunds, Black and Tan
of mature hardwood timber,
get
them ready.
BUICK
1972
GS,
34,000
miles,
Miniature
Dachshunds,
six acres open land. Nice
Chinese Pugs, Yorkshire
NICE ONE bedroom upstairs
building sites. Price $15,000. stereo, radial. Perfect condition. Call 753-5655 after 7
apartment. All furnished-new
Terriers, Pekingnese.
Call 753-7580 after 5 p. m.
p.m.
Siamese Kittens. Pet World.
furniture. Carpeted. All
121 Bypass.
The Store For Men utilities paid. 753-4532.
46. Homes For Sale
1964 BUICK SKYLARK station
6
.
_. .
_
wagon, good running con6
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
PARADISE
KENNELS.
dition. Air-conditioned. AR-15
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
Boarding and grooming..Pick NEW LISTING-By owner.
rifle. Call 753-9859.
up and delivery service Mt%
Three bedroom brick in
Spaces and Nimes for families
only. Small Parks, Superior
available. Call 753-4106
Keenland. Central heat and 1,72 DODGE POLARA. Take
air, gas grill, fully carpeted, over
accomedat ions, exclusive
payments. 753-6573.
living-dining room combined,
residential area. South 16th
6
Street, Phone 753-3855.
separate den, large utility,
43. Real Estate
1969 CHEVROLET pickup 6
`double carport with storage
truck, long wide bed, V-8
Reasonable 753-2485,
TWO BEDROOM house with
THREE BEDROOM duplex, No
straight shift. $1200. 753-9427. I
r
seven acres land. Living room.
house pets. Call 753-6096 after 4
Pion Change the scenery with a beautiful 5
carport and utility, full!,
by owner
p.m.
•iewmarb:e both
carpeted, electric heat. Well
For Sale
6
1972
PINTO
RUNABO
UT
Call
water.
Near Kentucky Lake
DUPLEX, two bedroom, car753-4182.
By Owner
$13,000_ Call 354-8585.
The place to go for all your marble needs is your- ) pet, stove and. refrigerat
or,
One year old -like-new"
tante closet& eile.,:tere_gr Tee
LOCAL MARBLE MANUFACTURER witere-4
three bednioin, 1% bath,' 1474 RAVGER XL-T i ton
8096 .
IonwiJi criwayr find the quality and servirtr
ROBEKIS-RMALTY 4taealeiroo -t innowtotnierttri
ntroaee --piekup Powfr 9teetirqr.
South 12111
Sv(eajaire has
brakes. air-coTiditioner, AMneii. utility room, full'
pect.
•
five license( •
-7k41
-4thalk"411A14°1!"•±0.11twer ..E•FM4battk•.4eenm‘
"1"1"14
11141i67.
StnI1
_.
ser41or=ibt.7
4411t5-471F-: -et.-me walrget-c
-t-ric, unTurnished one
twenty'years esclusive
The listing just ran out
hl2S 9th
Ph 75.3 5719
,ind two bedroom apartments.
and the owner has reduced
estate experience. Call
WILL SELL 1982 Ford Fairlane
On Duiguid Road, just off 641
his asking price to $30,900.
1651 or come by our
for parts. New carbeautor.
- Call 753-6984.
North. 753.0668,
• like tn talk -REM. EST vl F
battery, etc Phone ,60-2337
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Historical Society
Regains Harrod Papers
Andrew Taylor Of
Almo Dies Today

Mrs. Annt Rye Dies
Thursday At Murray

FRANKFORT, Ky. iApi The Kentucky Historical
Society has regained possession
of documents on pioneer James
Harrod that were missing for
Mr...Aectrea.115YKK.age &La --Mrs.'Anna R-', we of
87 yeari:
Rt. 1, Almo, died this morning Irvin Rye, 124 S. 1st St ,
Col. James Chinn, assistant
at the Murray-Calloway County Mayfield, died at 3:15 p. m.
director of the society, said
Hospitill at 5:20 a. in.
Nursing
Thursday at Westview
historians
Survivors include
two Home in Murray She was a many Kentucky
daughters, Mrs. Harvey retired employe of Merit knew the 17 documents existed,
though their whereabouts had
(Herne) Copeland, of Rt. 1, Clothing Co.
been unknown since 1888.
Almo, and Mrs. Obera Brittain
husband,
In addition to her
In that year, he said, a Rev.
of Rt. 5, Murray. He is also she is survived by a son, V. R.
survived by a granddaughter, Rye of Stewart, Tenn., and Henry Cleveland acquired the
Mrs. June Higgins, Rt. 1, Ahno, three brothers, Ed, Jimmy and papers - including Harrod's
last will and testament - from
and one great-grandchild.
Pat DuBois, all of Nashville, the Mercer County Courthouse
Funeral arrangements are Tenn.
- to write Harrod's biography.
incomplete at this time. Friends
Funeral r1te6 will be -ConCleveland's book was remay call at the Max Churchill ducted today at two p. m. at
Funeral Home after 4 p. m. Roberts Funeral Chapel, jected by a New York publisher
who said it was only of local
today.
Mayfield and Father Francis interest.
officiating. Burial will follow in
The Harrod papers remained
Highland Park Cemetery.
Missing until Alfred H. Perrin,
president of the Friends of Berea College. Library, learned of
them from a New York bookshop agent.
Perrin advised the historical
Funeral services for Gilbert society of his find, and negoMr. Herschell A. Brantley of A. Parks will be held at one p.
tiated the purchase of the paNew Concord, died Friday at in. today at the chapel of the
pers at no profit to himself.
3:05 p. in. in the Intensive Care Blalock-Coleman Funeral
William Buster, historical
Unit of the Murray-Calloway Home with Bro. Connie Wyatt
society director general, said
County Hospital. He was 69 and Bro. James R. West ofmany of the papers will be disyears of age and a retired ficiating.
played at the old Capitol when
farmer. He and his wife, Mrs.
Nephews will serve as it reopens June 7 after its resFlora Cox Brantley were pallbearers and burial will be in
toration.
married on October 19, 1930; the Hicks Cemetery.
Harrod's _will is dated Nov,
and they moved to Calloway
Mr. Parks, age 1S"
28, 1791. The circumstances of
County from East Prairie, Mo., Thursdayat 1:45 p. in. at the
the pioneer's disappearance
on July 1, 1956.
Murray-Calloway County
He is survived by his wife, Hospital. He was a member of
Mrs. Flora Brantley of New the Pleasant Valley Church of
Concord; one daughter, Mrs. Christ.
Marion (Alberta Louise) Dey of
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Columbia, Mo.; three sisters, Clarice Cook Parks of Murray
Mrs. Lucille Kilgore and Mrs. Route Five, and one sister-inOpal Page both of Pomona, law, Mrs. Bessie Parks of
Calif., and Mrs. Nell McClain of Johnson City, Kansas.
The First United Methodist
Mt. Vernon, Mo.; three
Church at Fifth and Maple
brothers, Carlton Brantley of
Streets, Murray, will have
New Concord, Bill Brantley of
worship services at 8:45 and
Pomona, Calif., and Bob
10:50 a. in, on Sunday, January
Brantley of East Prairie, Mo.;
19.
four grandchildren, Thomas
The funeral for Mrs. Jack
Dr. James Fisher, minister,
Shoemaker of Granite City, Ill.,
today at two
will speak on the subject,
Mrs. Everett (Cheryl) Garn- Hixon will be held
the Max "Stand Up To Life," at both
brell of Dewitt, Ky., Mrs. Larry p. m. at the chapel of
with
services with his text being
(Suzanne Elizabeth ( Glynn of Churchill Funeral Home
Rev. from Matthew 6:24-34.
Granite City, M., and Wayne Rev. Jerry Lee and
officiating
Mary Jane McGuire will sing
Edgar Shoemaker of Fenton, Heyward Roberts
at the
a solo, "The Lord's Prayer," at
Mo.; five great grandchildren, and Mrs. Oneida White
both morning services. At the
two step grandchildren and organ.
Pallbearers will be Otis 10:50 a. m. services the Chancel
several nieces and nephews.
Paul Choir, directed by Paul Shahan
Funeral services will be held Lamb. Virgil Garland,
Norsworthy, with Mrs. Richard Farrell at
Sunday at one p. rn. at the Cunningham, Jack
Charles the organ, will sing the anthem,
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Stuart Burnaby, and
the "100th Psalm."
Funeral Home with Rev. Archer. Burial will be in
Church School will be held
Thurman Penick and Rev. West Fork Cemetery'.
Mrs. Hixon, age 72, the for- between the morning services.
Gerald Owen conducting the
died
Perdue,
The Junior High United
rites. Burial will be at the mer Robbie
at Thursday at the Murray- Methodist Youth Fellowship
Cemetery
Dogwood
Hospital.
She
County
Calloway
will
meet at six p. m. Sunday
Dogwood, Mo.
husband, with Alice Koenecke and Mary
Friends may call at the is survived by.
One, Lou Abbott in charge of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Jack Hixon, Murray Route
Roberta program. Supper will follow at
Home after six p. m. today mil-aireister, Mrs,
seven p. in.
Apker of Walled Lake, Mich.
( Saturday.
The Senior High .United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will leave the church at 7:45 p.
in. Sunday for a skating party at
Benton.

Herchell Brantley
Gilbert A. Parks'
Dies Friday, Rites
To Be Held Sunday Services Today

shortly after that, and of his
deatl, are not known for carlain.
One account is that he failed
to return from a hunting trip in
779r-Itnutlier is that-be left
Harrodsburg Aug 30, 1793 on a
hunting trip and never returned, while a third says he
was murdered in July 1973.

Flu Epidemic
Reported On
Increase Here

Rev. White Will
Speak Sunday At
Memorial Church
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor of
the Memorial Baptist Church,
will speak at both the 10:50a. m.
and 6:30 p. in. services On
Sunday, Jtiiiilry 19, at the'
church.
"A Rich Poor Widow" will be
the subjealf of the rnornips
sermon with his scripture from
Mark 12:41-44.
I. D. Cathey, deacon of the
weak, will assist in the morning
services.
The
Sanctuary
Choir,
directed by Ron Hampton,
minister of music and youth,
will sing "Come Thou Fount" at
the morning services.
At the evening worship Rev.
White will speak on the subject,
-Esther, Beautiful and Brave"
with scripture from Esther
1:7,17, 413-14.
Special music will be by the
Youth Choir.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
a. in. and Church Training will
be at 5:30 p. m.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) The state Health Services Bureau says 15,377 cases of influenza-like disease have been
reported in 32 Kentucky counties so far this month.
Dr. C. Hernandez, director of
the bureau's division of preventive medicine, said this is
more than three times the number reported in the Saint period
last year or the year before.
The National Center for Disease Control in Atlanta reported Friday that flu has reached
epidemic levels in eight southeastern states, including Kentucky, and that outbreaks are
spreading to the Midwestern
and New England states. .
Regular worship services will
The CDC report said the flu
epidemic is occurring 'in Flori- be held at the Sera& and
da, Georgia, South Carolina, Poplar Church of Christ on
North Carolina, Kentucky, Ten- Sunday, January 19, at 10:40 a.
and six p. m. with the
nessee, Alabama and Misminister, Bro. John Dale,
sissippi.
Dr. Lawrence Corey, head of speaking at both services.
-Parable of The Sower" will
the center's influenza surveillance section, said the current be the subject of the morning
influenza vaccine is effective sermon with the scripture from
against the Type A Port Chal- Matthew 13:3-9 to be read by
mers flu, the predominant David Wright. Prayers will be
led by Kent McCuiston and Leon
strain now occurring.
Adams.
The evening sermon topic will
be "Parable of The Wheat and
The Tares" with David Jewell
to read the scripture from
Regular worship services will Matthew 13:24-30, D. E. Yates
be held at the University and Gene Roberts will lead in
Church of Christ, North 15th prayers.
Jerry Bolls will direct the
Street, on Sunday, January 19,
song service and Earl Nanny
at 10:30 a. in. and six p. in.
Hollis Miller, minister of the will make the announcements.
Presiding for The Lord's
church, will be speaking at both
Supper will be Ronnie McNutt
services.
At the morning service the and Howell Clark.
Newell Hopkins, Wayne
scripture will be reed by Orrin
Bickel with prayers to be led by Hopkins, Steve Herndon, and
Hemp W. Brooks and Hoyt Like. Bud Gibbs will be serving on the
Bible Study will be held at Extension Department,
Bible Study will be held at
9:30 a. m. Sunday.
9:40 a. m. Sunday.
All young people, Junior High
through Senior High ages, have
been asked to meet Sunday,
January 26, at the Seventh and
Poplar Church auditorium to
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Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Church
Of Christ Sunday

Methodist Church
Will Hear
Dr. Fisher Sunday

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Hixon

Mrs. Ruth Adams'
Rites Are Today

Church Of Christ
Plans Services

Services For Mrs.
Farris Set Tuesday
Funeral services for Mrs.
Sallie Farris, who died Thursday in Coleman, Fla., will be
held at 2 p. m. Tuesday at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Dossie
Viheatly officiating. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Farris, a retired school
teacher of 41 years, is survived
by her husband, Rev. Edgar D.
Farris of Coleman, a retired
United Methodist Church
minister; one son, Howard
Farris of Coleman, Fla.; three
sisters, Mrs. Fzon ( Jesse ; Story
of Lynn Grove, Mrs. 011ie
(Mary) Paschall of Mayfield
and Mrs. Cromer (Bill) Arnett
of Wickliffe; two SiBteM-ifi-iliw,
Mrs. Maude Cohoon and.litirs.
hite of Murray; two
Lida
brothers-in-Law, Col. Charles
Ear-is of Ness-Cesicarsd Arid
Vein Prirrrtr of Brrstrrts Grove.Friends may call at the Max
Churchill Funeral home on
Monday

Murray City School's Lunch
Menu for the week of Jan. 20
through Jan. 24 has been
released by Margot McIntosh,
supervisor, as follows:
Monday,Jan. 20-Sloppy Joe
on bun, Mixed vegetables, Tater
tots, Fruit cup, Cookie, and
Milk.
Tuesday, Jan. 21 - Pizza,
Tossed salad, Apple, Peanut
butter and cracker, Donut, and
Milk.
Wednesday, Jan. 22 Spaghetti with meat balls,
Green beans, Slaw, French
bread, Ice cream, and Milk.
Thursday, Jan. 23 - Bologna
with cheese on whole wheat
bread, ½ orange, Tater tots,
Cake, and Milk.
Friday, Jan. 24 - Breaded
veal cutlet, Green peas,
Creamed potatoes, Homemade
rolls, Jelly, and Milk.
The menus are subject to
occasional change.

CLARIFICATION
Due to a reporting error, two
incorrect statements were
contained in the article in
Friday's edition concerning the
awarding of the Daughters of
the American Revolution Good
Citizen Award to Martha
McKinney.
The address of Miss
McKinney, who lives with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John D.
McKinney, should have been
listed as 901 Clariushire Drive.
Also, another impression in the
article incorrectly left the
impression that Miss McKinney
was the hill-time_ teacher of an
adult Sunday School class at the
First Baptist Church. Miss
McKinney did teach an adult
class during 'Youth Week at the
church.
WIRD CLUB

VI;44iii-raY--BUT
meet Tuesday, January 21, at
7,3(1 p m at the Calloway
County Public library.
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percent rate," he said. "This
unusually rapid surge in money
stock growth produced rapid
gains in real output of about
seven percent, accompanied by
relatively small gains in prices.
From mid-1973 to the end of
19741'11P contitItnt-lhettioner
stock was growing at only a five
percent rate, but the effects of
the excessive monetary growth
in the earlier period were just
beginning to be felt."
Controls on prices and wages,
which existed during the earlier
period, he said, had been
removed and prices were free to
reflect the earlier rapid
monetary expansion. The inflation of 1974 was a
"manifestation of earlier
monetary actions," he went on,
but the explanation of the
simultaneous recession is not as
obvious from other economic
data.
"Although the recent pattern
of monetary growth would have
Indicated some inflation," he
said, "the extremely rapid rate
of increase in prices would not
have been indicated, nor would
the decline in real output."
Because the events of 1974
were not foreseen by monetary
indicators, an explanation for
the recessionary pressures on
the economy must be found
elsewhere, he said. Among
these, he pointed out, were is
number of "special factors"
existing in 1974 which could
account for the marked decline
In the nation's production, or
real output, during the past
year.
These "special factors", he
said, had the effect of reducing
the productive capacity of the
economy to "a new lower level
of total output." The weather,
both here and abroad, resulted
In widespread crop losses and
intesive pressure in our
agricultural markets, he said.
The dollar was depreciated by
a weighted average of 15 percent against the 10 major world
currencies, he went on, and new
environmental laws were implemented in order to reduce
air, water and noise pollution.
Occupational and product
safety laws were pressed, and
major oil-exporting countries
colluded, first to impsse a
partial embargo on exports of
petroleum to the United States,
and then to increase sharply
prices for crude and refined oil

products.
"Each of these events
represented a substantial and
unforeseen shock, which
reduced the output capacity of
the economy," he said.
"Once that
time shocksshocks has been completed," he predicted, "the
economy should resume its
long-run rate of growth of real
output but from a lower level."

Nils Hyllenmark
Visiting Murray
of
Hyllenmark
Niles
Philipstad, Sweden, has been
the guest in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr., Lynn
Grove Road, during this week.
iblieWASAIL

E-Xlim843

-high school student at Brown
High School, Louisville, where
Martha Robertson Ellison is
director, and Is also attending
classes at Community College,
Louisville.

The combination of rapid
While in Murray Hyllenmark
monetary growth in 1972-73 and
the -special effects" in 1974 led has been visiting the schools,
to the decline in production, or university, and farms, and
real output, in that year, and at attending the local tobacco
the same time, a rate of growth sales.
of prices which could not have
Hyllenrnark is one of five
been predicted solely from the children and his father is a
growth of the money stock, he doctor in Sweden. His family
said.
has an exchange student from
President of the West Ken- California living with them. The
tucky bankers' organization is Sweden student has been here
William Fuller, president of the four months living with a family
Bank of Cadiz, who presided in Louisville and will be here
during the dinner meeting. Dr. until summer,
Bowsher was introduced by Dr.
John Lindauer, dean of the
college of Business and Public
Affairs at Murray State,

Dr. David C. Roos
To Speak Sunday

Rev. McElrath To
Speak On Sunday
._Rev- William.11....MicElrath.
missionary to Indonesia, will be
the speaker at the 10:45 a, in.
and seven p. m. services at the
First Baptist Church on Sunday,
January 19.
Edgar Shirley, deacon of the
week, will assist in the morning
services.
Special music will be by the
Adult Choir, directed by Jack
Crook, interim minister of
music, at both services.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Ingram, Mrs. Dale
Cochran,
Mrs.
Carroll
Harrison, Mrs. Orvis Hendricks, Mrs. Carney Andrus,
Mrs. Joe Rexroat, and Mm,.B.
C. Grogan,
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake,7 a. m.354.8,
up 1.3.
Below dam 326.5, down 1.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 354.6.
down 0.8.
Below dam 332.6, down 1.1.
Sunset 5:05 p. in. Sunrise 7:08
a. m.

At First Church
The First Christian Church
will have regular services on
Sunday, January 19, with Dr.
David C. Roos speakitAtAt the
10:50 a. m. services.
"I Have A Dream" will be the
subject of Dr. Roos' sermon on
the second Sunday in Epiphany.
Baily Gore will be the worship
leader.
The choir, directed by Mrs.
William Porter with Gary
Galloway as organist, will sing
the anthem, "I Walked Today
Where Jesus Walked" by
O'Hara.
Elders serving will be Walter
Apperson and Woodfin Hutson.
Mark Austin will be candle
lighter.
Deacons will be Bailey Gore,
Dr. Ron Cella, Glenn Card,
Davy Hopkins, Oren Hull, Leon
Smith, and Voris Wells.
Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs.
Del Fleming, Mrs. W. Z. Carter,
and Mrs. Ed Diuguid, Jr.
Mrs. Jan Chase and Mrs.
Leah Hart will be in charge of
the worship story hour.
Flowers will be furnished by
the Wear-Helm Service Circle
Class of the church.

School Board
Members Attend
State Meetings

tritt:•oztiLl State To Hire

Final rites for Mrs. Ruth
Adams will be held today at
three p. in. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. John Brent
Underwood and Rev. Roy Burke
officiating.
William and Billy Adams,
Reuben and Larry Chrisman,
George Lowe, and Johnny
Underwood will serve as
pallbearers and entombment
will be in the Murray
Mausoleum.
Mrs. Adams, age 81, died
Thursday at 1:50 p. m, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors are her husband,
Edgar Attains, one son, William
Adams, and three grandchildren, Billy Frank Adams,
Mrs. Kay Lowe, and Miss Susan
Jean Adams, all of Hazel Route
Two, and one sister, Miss Ruby
Williams of Nashville, Tenn.
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MSU Radio To
Be Heard
Nationwide

150 Workers

The money you save with us
helps your neighbors buy
homes. And that means lobs
for construction workers,
landscapers, stores-all the
people who produce and sell

Huddleston Gains
Appropriations Body
Seat On Senate's

things needed in homes.
4. Where you save does make a
difference-a difference to
you and to your neighbors.

7th a Main Streets

753-7921

